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Source of News
in Murray and
Calloway County
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We're back home folks and we
are so proud to be here.
Coming back into Murray
yesterday about 4:30 we
remarked that we had seen a lot
of beautiful scenery but the
view from US 641 along Twelfth
Street seemed to us to be the
nicest view of all.
Our trip took us to Munich
and Berlin, Germany, Berchtesgarten and Salzburg,
Austria, Geneva and Gruyere,
Switzerland, and Chemonix and
Annecy France.
The trip included West and
East Berlin and an entrance
into the latter through Check
Point Charley.
We rode by plane, bus, train,
cable car, and boat, did not get
sick, enjoyed the sights. Enjoyed the food, enjoyed the
people and generally had an
excellent time. Human nature is
the same regardless of the
Language, race or religion.
We found most people nice,
some stinkers, but you'll find
that in Murray or Denver,
Colorado.
When we left, we meant to
have a good time and we did.
Some folks on the tour griped
constantly over the food, service, mode of travel,
the
people, the difficulty in communicating with folks and
everything in general. We knew
that we were the foreigner and
had to adjust to the manner and
custom of the country we were
in and we had no difficulty
whatsoever. We know a little
German and less French, but
with hand language we made it
fine.
Some of the natives laughed
at our attempts, but we saw the
humor of it too and laughed
along with them so a good time
was had by all.
At least, we never
hungry.

went

This trip made us realize
what a wonderful country our
ISee Seca & Heard, Page 12)

Bank Of Japan
Returns To
Market Today
TOKYO(AP) — The Bank of
Japan returned to the Tokyo
foreign exchange market today
as a seller of dollars while
rates for the U.S. currency
firmed.
Dealers attributed the rise in
demand for dollars to the discount rate increase announced
by the U.S. Federal Reserve
Board late Friday.
Dollars for overnight delivery
closed at 264.48-.70 Japanese
Yen, little changed from 264.48.50 on Friday
Sales of dollars ty the Bank
of Japan, which prevented the
price of the U.S. currency from
rising, totaled about $30 million, dealers said.
Most European stock and foreign exchange markets were
closed today for the Pentecost
holiday. Markets in Britain,
Spain and Italy remained open.

The Weather
Mostly fair and mild tonight
with slight chance of a few
thundershowers, low in the upper 60s to low 70s. Increasing
cloudiness with chance of showers and a few thundershowers
Tuesday, high in the upper 80s
to low 90s. Wednesday chance
of showers
Outlook Wednesday through
Friday: Chance of showers
Wednesday ending Thursday
and becoming mostly fair
through Friday. Seasonable
temperatures with highs in the
80s and lows in the 80s.
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In Our 94th Year

Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, June 11, 1973

18.3 Per Cent
Of Local Men
'Non-Workers'
How many Calloway County
men are non-workers by
choice?
How many in the local area,
over age 16, are unoccupied—
neither working, nor looking for
work nor going to school? As in
most parts of the nation, their
number is increasing, year by
year.
According to the latest figures
from the U.S. Department of
Commerce, there are now some
1,945 men, locally, in this
inactive class. Of this total, 787
are under 65, and 1,158 over 65.
They represent 18.3 percent of
the
over-16
population.
Elsewhere across the country
the average is 14.9 percent.
For the most part, they are
people who have a source of
income or who have acquired
sufficient resources or financial
backing to enable them to notwork, often at a comparatively
early age.
Although there are many
among them who are unable tO
work because of physical or
mental conditions and although
there are some shirkers who
rely upon the rest of society to
provide for them, the great
majority are quite different.
Becuase their funds are
adequate for
their, needs,
they don't have to work and
they don't choose to do so.
Throughout the United States
as a whole, the total in the nonwork, non-school category is
close to 10 million, the Commerce Department reports. It
compares with 6,800,000 in 1960.
More than half of them are 65 or

older.
In Calloway County, some
23.6 percent of the male
population over „155 are still in
the labor force. Nationally, the
figures show, 24.8 percent
remain on the active rolls.
What keeps the others going
financially? Outside of savings,
interest, private pensions,
dividends and other income
(See Non-Workers,Page 12(

Four Fulton
Residents Die
In Accident
SHARON, Tenn. (API—Four
members of a Fulton, Ky., family were killed in a car-train
collision Sunday near Sharon,
Term., the Tennessee Highway
Patrol reports.
The highway patrol said Gerald Patterson, 32; his wife,
Barbara, 26, and two of their
four children, Richard Wayne,
9, and Ann, 2, died in the cornsion with an Illinois Central
Gulf freight train at a marked
grade crossing.
Two other Patterson children,
Ronald Eugene, 6, and Terry
Dale, 8, were injured in the
wreck. Ronald was listed in
serious condition at Baptist
Hospital in Memphis and Terry
was in fair condition at Volunteer Hospital at Martin, Tenn.
The deaths of the Pattersons
brought the Tennessee weekend
traffic toll to 14.

Of the sum, 930,000 came
from Philippine citizens, the
committee said. That is an apparent violation of federal laws
prohibiting campaign donations
by foreign citizens.
The committee made the
statements in a report to the
General Accounting Office,
which monitors the year-old
campaign
finance-disclosure
law.
News accounts have said
recently that Kalmbach is
ready to testify that former
White House domestic adviser
John D. Ehrlichman requested
him to raise the Watergate
money.
Also today, the Washington
Star-News reported that a former member of the White
House "plumbers" group has
testified before a federal grand
jury that Etwlichman approved
in advance of the 1971 burglary
of Daniel Ellsberg's psychiatrist.
The newspaper quoted informed sources as saying that
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Four Accidents Reported
Here; 15 Die In Kentucky
Skylab Rocket Rolls
Into Launch Position
SPACE CENTER, Houston
( AP I — As the Skylab 1 astronauts whirled through their
18th day in orbit today, the
rocket and spaceship for the
Skylab 2 crew rolled to the
launch pad at Cape Kennedy.
The 22-story-tall Saturn 1B
booster moved out of its assembly building at 7 a.m. EDT and
made the 3'02 mile trip to the
pad perched upright on the
back of a large tracked transporter.
Launch teams will prepare
the Saturn 1B and its Apollo
ferry ship for a July 27 liftoff to
transport three more astronauts to a rendezvous with Skylab, America's first space station revitalized by astronaut
fix-It jobs.
The Saturn 1B also would
serve as a rescue rocket if the
present Skylab inhabitants have
trouble with their return-toearth Apollo vehicle.
But Charles Conrad Jr., Dr.
Joseph P. Kerwin and Paul J.
Weitz show no signs of needing
help as they carry on a heavy
work schedule in their laboratory.
Op schedule today were continuing earth resources, solar
astronomy and medical experiments as the astronauts
seek to learn more about earth,
the sun and man M space.
They also find time for fun
and games in their spacious
lab. They mentioned Sunday
that they had used their recreation dart board for the first

Marcia Hunt

Inner Peace
Movement To
Hold Meetings
The
-Inner
Peace
Movement,"
a
nondenominational, non-profit
organization, will hold meetings
here in Murray Tuesday and
Wednesday.
The meetings will be held at
the Holiciay Inn at 8 p.m. on both
nights, according to Marcia
Hunt, a state promotion official
with the movement.
Miss Hunt said that the
program is designed to help
people to "understand themselves" better, and to make the
most use of their inner
resources. The program, she
said, helps people in all walks of
life from housewives to doctors,
to stay positive in their outlook.
Miss Hunt added that
meetings will be concluctecl for
the next four weeks for those
interested in the program. She
said that local leaders will be
trained for the meetings.
There will be $1.00 per hour
charge per person at the
meetings Tuesday and Wednesday, Miss Hunt said, to
cover expenses.

Money Was Raised for Watergate
Defendents, Committee Reports
WASHINGTON(AP) — Money was raised for the Watergate defendants last year as an
urgent "White House project,"
the Finance Committee to ReElect the President said in a
report made public today.
The committee said Herbert
W. Kalmbach, then the President's personal lawyer, solicited "all possible funds" for the
project last June 29 saying it
"had approval of high authorities." The committee gave
$75,000.
Kalmbach did not reveal the
purpose of the project at the
time, the committee said. Kalmbach said recently he raised
a total of $210,000, including
$75,000 from finance committee
chairman Maurice Stens, and
paid it through intermediaries
to the Watergate defendants
and their lawyers.
A spokesman for the finance
committee today confirmed
that the $75,000 is the same
money Kalmbach said he paid
to Watergate figures.
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testimony Was given in Washington by David Young, who
quit the White House staff this
year.
Ehrlichrnan has told Federal
Bureau of Investigation agents
that he did not find out about
the break-in until after it had
happened. A former aide to Ehrllchman, Egli "Bud" Krogh,
has backed up that account in a
sworn affidavit. Krogh said he
authorized the burglary mission
and was told by Ehrlichman
later that he had exceeded this
authority.
Krogh has refused to testify
before a Los Angeles grand
jury investigating the incident.
The Watergate grand jury,
which reportedly hear d
Young's testimony also is investigating.
Ousted White House counsel
John W. Dean III appeared at
U.S. District courthouse today
to confer with the Watergate
prosecutors.
The Watergate grand jury
(See Watergate, Page 12

State Police
To Drop Speed
Of Cruisers
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Public Safety Commissioner Ron Johnson ordered all
state police vehicles today to
travel 10 miles per hour less
than posted speed limits when
on routine business.
The move, resulting from the
current gasoline shortage, applies both to vehicles on routine
patrols and those being used
routinely for transportation,
Johnson said.
Another reason for the move,
Johnson said, was the expected
increase in the price of gasoline
soon. A problem that would
pose for the state police, Johnson noted, was that any raise in
gasoline prices was not in the
state police budget for the coming fiscal year.

time.
The darts use a sticky material instead of sharp points in
case they go astray in weightlessness.
"We're busy here in our experimental space laboratory,"
Commander Conrad reported
with tongue in cheek. "The
darts don't work worth a darn,
but the paper airplanes are
rather promising."
Kerwin, a physician, and doctors on the ground report all
three crewmen in excellent
health as they head toward the
stretch on their 28-day mission,
adding daily to the 14-day
American space record they
(See Skylab,Page 12)

Two people were injured, one
of whom remains hospitalized,
following weekend accidents in
Murray.
Mrs. Irene Hopper, age 74, of
Almo Route One, is in
satisfactory condition in the
Hospital
Murray-Calloway
following an accident that occurred Friday at 2:14 p.m.
Mrs. Hopper was driving a
1964 Ford and was traveling
north on North 16th Street.
Investigating officers said she
pulled out from the stop sign
onto the highway 121 bypass,
and according to police reports,
was struck in the left side by a
1972 Ford driven by Jackie
.Fernandez of Mt. Vernon
Georgia, who was traveling east
on highway 121.
The Fernandez vehicle
received damage to the left side
and the top, police said.
suffered
Mrs. Hopper
abrasions and contusions as
well as a neck injury, according

Landowners Defeat
Watershed Districts
Sixteen years of arguments
and turmoil ended Saturday as
Landowners in the Calrk's River
Conservancy
Watershed
Districts voted overwhelmingly
to discontinue the program.

House Ransacked
At 108 South 14th
Murray City Police were
called to the home of Margaret
Bohn at 108 South 14th Street
Saturday at 12:01 p.m. to investigate a report of breaking
and entering.
Police reports said that
someone had entered the
apartment and ransacked it.
At the time the report was
made, it had not been determined whether or not anything
had been taken from the
apartment.

Horror Movie Will
Be Shown, Library
The movie "Phantom of the
Opera." will be shown at the
Public
Calloway County
Library Tuesday, June.12, at
3:00 p.m
Lon Chaney appears in this
dramatic and brilliant study in
terror. The film has recently
been added to the Department
of Libraries' film collection and
is approximately Ph hours in
length.
Older children or children
accompanied by an adult are
welcome to come to see this free
showing of a classic horror film,
a library spokesman said.

The watershed program was
killed by about a ten to one
margin as voters within the
boundary of the West Fork
district, Calloway, Marshall,
Graves, and McCracken polled
1,014 votes to discontinue the
program and 148 for continuance. The total vote was
2,024 for discontinuance and 287
for keeping the program.
Fork results
The East
showed 1,010 for discontinuance
and 119 for continuing the
controversial project. The East
Fork district runs through parts
of Calloway County, and also
Marshall and McCracken.

to hospital officials.
The second injury occurred at
4:55 p.m. Friday when a
motorcycle and a car collided.
According to the police
report, a 1972 Chevrolet driven
by Joyce Garland Mayer of 1301
Vine Street was traveling east
on 12th Street and attempting a
left hand turn, and the
motorcycle, driven by James
Phillip Wilson of 204 South 13th
Street, was traveling south on
12th Street, when the accident
occured, the report said.
Wilson, age 21, was treated
and released at the MurrayCalloway Hospital for an arm
laceration and for two sprained
knees.
The Mayer auto received
damage to the left front end
while the Wilson motorcycle
received total damage.
Two accidents occurred
Sunday in Murray. The first
happened at 4:18 p.m. on the
Roses Parking Lot.
A 1965 Ford driven by Berry
Mitchell Harrison of Kirksey
was traveling east on the
parking lot, police said.
According to police reports, a
1985 Chevrolet driven by Robert
Henry Johnson of 427 Maple in
Mayfield was backing out of a
parking space and struck the
Harrison auto.
The Harrison auto received
damage to the right front fender
and door while the Johnson
vehicle was not damaged.
Three cars were involved in
an accident on South 12th Street
at 8:15 p.m. Sunday
A 1970 Ford driven by Pat
Keith Rosa of Dexter Route One
was stopped and waiting to
make a left turn, and a 1872
Datsun driven by William Ed
Murdock of Murray Route One
was also stopped and waiting to
(See 15 Die, Page 11)

Nixon Plans Meeting
With Advisors Today
• WASHINGTON (API — eres-

friend C.G. "I3ebe" Rebozo's

Mont Nixon scheduled a meet- houseboat and spent time in the
with his chief economic advisers today to discuss a wide
range of inflation-fighting proposals they worked out during
the weekend.
Dr. Henry A. Kissinger, just
returned from Paris, also was
to meet with the President to
talk about the stalled Indochina
negotiations with North Vietnam's Le Duc T'ho and next
week's visit of Soviet Leader
Leonid Brezhnev.
Nixon returned Sunday night
from a three-day stay in Florida, his face reddened from the
sun. He interspersed work sessions in his study at his Key
Bidhayne home with rides on

pool.
Nixon scheduled a meeting
today with George P Shultz,
secretary of the Treasury; John
Dunlop, director of the Cost of
Living Council, and John B.
Connally, a special adviser.
The three men, along with
other economists, held an unusual Saturday meeting to work
out proposals said to include a
get-tough policy on big business, tighter enforcement of
present controls and possibly
selective new regulations that
might affect gasoline and fuel
oil.
(See Nixon,Page 121

It. Gov. Carroll Flatly Denies
He Will Run For Senate in 1974

,

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Implying that unfriendly forces
are trying to get him to run for
the U.S. Senate in 1974, Lt.
Gov. Julian Carroll has declared flatly he will not oblige
them.
"There has been a great deal
•
of effort since last December
on the part of a number of individuals to get me to seek the
Senate post, but I arn not nor
will I become a candidate," the
Democratic. official said in an
INS PP
interview.
Carroll declined to identify
the source of the purported punvisisheoweesee
suasion, but indicated the underlying reason might be to get
him out of the way so that he
would not run for governor in
THREE MEMBERS of the Murray Ctvitan Club attended the Kentucky District Civitan I.eader- 1975.
ship Training Academy held at Eastern State University, Richmond, June 8 and 9. . ‘lurray
"I really can't say the effort
Civitans with Kentucky Civitan leaders are,left to right, Joe Whisman, Frankfort, retiring Kentucky is designed with the best of moGovernor, Wayne Williams, president-elect, Murray Club, Charles McConnel, Louisville, Kentucky
tives," he said. "...None of my
Governor of Civitan 1973-74, Coffield Vance, lieutenant governor for Area VI in Western Kentucky. good supporters has asked me
Murray Club, and Nick Horton, president for 1973-74, Murray Club, Murray Civitans will Meet S4ith to run for the Senate."
Civitans from Paducah and Cadiz in an interclub meeting at Lake Berkley Ledge on June 19.
Carroll said he believes "the

;

quicker a lot of people get the
message I about his not running
for the Senate) the better off
the party will be."
Carroll was a factional opponent of Gov. Wendell Ford s
camp in the 1971 Democratic
primary. The two have had a
cordial but not close political
relationship since.
However, Carroll and state
chairman J.R. Miller, an intimate of Ford, have hardly
spoken to each other in years
because of a political fallout.
The lieutenant governor refused to say whether he believes the Miller combine is behind efforts to get him to run
for the Senate.
"You can assume what you
will." he said. "...My message
(about not running for senator)
is loud and clear."
Carroll said he hopes the party now can turn to possible candidates for the seat held by Republican Marlow Cook, who has

indicated he will seek re-election next year.
Carroll already has said publically he would support Ford if
the governor ran.

"I cannot tell you at this time
what he is going to do, I but) I
have reason to believe he's interested," the lieutenant Rover-

Summer Reading Club Opens Today
At The Calloway County Library
Registration for the Summer
Reading Club at the Calloway
County Public Library will
begin Monday. June 11, and
continue through June 15.
Each summer a reading club
is sponsored by the Library in
hopes of encouraging children
to read for fun and enjoyment
as well as for informative
purposes. The program will
begin June 18, and end July 23.
Children who have just
finished the firat grade on
through to children who, have
Just finished the 7th grade are

eligible to join. The only
requirement is that the participants must read books on
their grade or reading level.
A count of books read at the
end of the six weeks period will
reveal the winner of the "Most
Books Read " Winners will be
chosen from three catagories1st and 2nd grades; 3rd and 4th
grades; and 5th,6th, and 7th
grades. All children who read
five or more books will receive
a Reading Certificate.
See Carroll, Page 121
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Fill

Mrs. Arlis Cobb, age 79, died June 9. at 11:45 p.m.
Calloway County missed the brunt of a windstorm
last night, although some trees were uprooted and a
large number of limbs were blown from trees.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Gene Lovins of Lexington are the
parents of a son, Eric Edward, born June h.
Mr. and Mrs Robert W. Smith of Nashville, Tenn.,
announce the engagement and .approaching
marriage of their daughter, Sandra Kay, to Gerald
Rex Gallimore, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rexford A.
Gallimore of Hazel Route One.

20 Years Ago Today
LiDOKII a TIBIZE1 FILE

Deaths reported are Sid Johnson, age 77, on June
9, and Mrs. A.B. Waldrop, age 92, on June 10.
A strike is still in progress at the Paschall Truck
Lines here in Murray involving six drivers.
Births reported are a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Houston on May 31, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Maxie
Puckett on June 3, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Leon Beale
on June 5, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Newel Hopkins on
June 7, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Lockhart on
June 6. and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ed Fenton on June
9.
Miss Ophie Lee Miller who teaches school at
Metropolis. Ill., is spending the summer with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Grover Miller, and is also
attending Murray State College.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Fear thou not: for I am with thee : be not
dismayed: for 1 am thy God: 1 will strengthen thee:
yea,'l will help thee.—Isaiah 41:10.

For the child of God helplessness is counteracted
by divinely supplied strength and help.

Isn't it The Truth!
By Carl Riblet Jr.

What this country needs in all branches of
experts and more
government are fewer
professionals; the professional being the type that
uses a screw driver to remove screws The expert
uses a bulldozer.
"Expert—an ordinary man, away
from home, giving advice.
—Author Unidentified

Questions of rights, privacy
raised by Nixon statement
against targets suspected of antigovernment actions.
It was in this mood, the President
conceded, that the tragedy of WaterAnd in those tense days of 1969, gate apparently was born.
OVERZEALOUS partisans in1970 and 1971, when fury over the
Vietnam war was at its peak and volved in the legal, but morally
campus violence was threatening questionable cloak-and-dagger esthe nation, the view conceivably was capades undertaken in the name of
patriotism against self-proclaimed
frightening.
revolutionaries
found it easy preRadical opponents of the Nixon
administration openly declared sumably to shift their sights.
But questionable intelligence protheir intent tg undermine U.S. forbecame nothing more than
cedures
eign policy. The FBI reported to
President Nixon of a plot to kidnap illegal "dirty tricks" when transhis principal foreign affairs adviser, ferred to the political arena.
Barring further evidence to the
Henry Kissinger, and to blow up major government facilities. An abor- contrary, we are inclined to accept
tive march on Washington was un- the President's assurance that he
dertaken with the declaredfloal of was unaware of the shabby political
shenanigans perpetrated on his beshutting down the government.
half. We do not challenge his pledge
THE PURPOSES expressed in
that he will lend his support to the
those troubled times were extreme.
several efforts to dig out the true
Extreme, too, were the methods adstory of Watergate.
vocated to bring the government id)
But the shadows created by Mr.
its knees.
Nixon's message dim even the horIt is not surprising, perhaps, that
ror of Watergate. Is the governmenthe response from the White House
tal power to invade the privacy of
— as outlined by Mr. Nixon recently
American citizens consistent with
— were equally extreme.
the aims of our Constitution and its
Wiretaps were ordered on govern- Bill of Rights? Should not its limits
ment employes with access to sensi- be more clearly defined?
tive information in an effort to plug
IF THE PROBES of the Watersecurity leaks. A White House unit gate nastiness answer those queswas formed to expand security and tions, they will serve the people of
intelligence operations. Tentative the United States far more than a
approval was given and withdrawn determination of who carried the
to plans for "surreptitious" activi- most incriminating data in his briefties against targets suspected of ties case.
THE VIEW from the White House,
it must be acknowledged, encompasses areas that are out of the
range of vision of most Americans.

Soybeans Are Becoming Glamor Stock

MORE DEADLY THAN THE MALE — Women in
Israeli army are trained on rifle firing range by an officer

By LOULSE COOK
used in each city for all the eluded in the total either time,
The increases in the total tab
Associated Press Writer
price surveys. Standardized
'The American wage earner is brands and sizes or their near- ranged from less than one per
going to have to bring home est equivalent were selected for cent in Providence, where the
bill for 14 available items went
some extra bacon if he wants the checklist.
to keep coffee and eggs on his
The total bill went up every- from $10.29 on March 1 to
breakfast table, according to an where except Salt Lake City, $10.36 on June 1, to 6.8 per cent
Associated Press marketbasket Los Angeles and Seattle. Items in Chicago, where the bill for 15
survey.
that were unavailable on either items went from $10.80 to
The AP checked the prices of March 1 or June 1 were not in- $11.53.
15 food and nonfood products in
13 cities on March 1 and rechecked the items at the beginning of each succeeding month.
Of all items checked, 35.4 per
cent increased in price in the
three months from March 1 to
June I, 20.5 per cent decreased,
WASHINGTON, D.C. — The of local markets.
41.5 per cent remained unThe conversion of burnable
changed arid 2.6 per cent were potential value of recoverable
unavailable on one of the two materials and energy discarded (primarily organic) materials
check dates. The total market- annually in the nation's trash from mixed refuse into heat and
basket bill was up in 10 cities and garbage is more than $1 energy is being applied exbillion, according to a study perimentally today in several
and down in three.
Coffee, up in II cities, and published by the National U.S. cities. The study lists the
eggs, up in 10 cities, led the list Center for Resource Recovery. estimated potential value of
The study, one of the most steam that could be generated
of higher-priced items, with the
comprehensive undertaken to from the nation's yearly output
increases at the checkout
date, analyzes the total volume, of solid waste as $372.6 million.
counter reflecting earlier incomposition and value of refuse Further, the refuse could also
creases at the wholesale level.
that is collected and disposed of be converted into a fuel subExperts in London, headquarin the U.S. each year. Results stitute or oil with estimated
ters of the International Coffee
are based on published total values of $350 million and
Organization, blamed the inmaterials production statistics $297 million, respectively.
creases in world coffee prices
and
corroborated
by
The study is one of a number
on crop failures in Brazil beengineering surveys, where of research projects conducted
leaf
rust
and
droughts
cause of
representative trash and by the non-profit National
disease, artificially high prices
garbage was systematically Center in the development of an
set by Brazil and Colombia for
hand-sorted and weighed.
industrial system for the
their exports and withholding of
Published in the Spring issue recovery of reusable materials
supplies by growers of the robof the Center's NCRR Bulletin, from mixed municipal refuse.
u.sta variety of coffee, produced
the study shows that far less The Center is presently working
mainly in Africa and used parsolid waste is generated in the with the City of New Orleans on
ticularly for instant coffee.
U.S. than was previously the Construction of the first
Most of the coffee increases
estimated. Analysis revealed major materials recovery
came between May 1 and June
that the average American demonstration facility in the
1, although prices started to
generates about three pounds U.S.
rise earlier in some cities. The
of refuse per day, for a total of
Designed
for
major
Increases over the three-month
some 115 million tons annually. metropolitan areas with high
cheek period averaged about
Prior to this study, the accepted densities of solid waste,
the
seven or eight per cent.
per capita figure was five or system will employ presently
Increases in egg prices varfive and one-half pounds, or available machinery
and
ied sharply, ranging from two
more than 200 million tons each techniques to ( Ii separate
per cent in New York City to
year.
mixed refuse into organic and
almost 20 per cent in Boston.
Based on individual surveys
They also fluctuated widely of 15 cities, the bulk of all solid inorganic elements, and (2)
during the three-month period. waste in the U.S. is comprised recover from the inorganic
portion ferrous metals, nonThe costs reflected higher
of paper, foodstuffs, yard
wholesale prices for eggs dur- trimmings, glass and metals. ferrous metals (alumninum,
copper, lead, zinc, etc.) and
ing the first quarter of the
The remainder is made up of
year. The Agriculture Depart- wood, plastics, textitles, rub- glass by size and color for sale.
ment reported that egg prices ber, leather and other
decreased during the month miscellaneous materials.
ended May 15, but there was no
The current market value of
immediate indication of a sav- all reusable materials found in
(
DRIVE C.'77
ing for the consumer.
the country's "solid waste
leaite
IN
A grocer in Miami, where a stream," as interpreted in the
dozen medium brown eggs went study, would be more than
0 n 7:30:Stait,0usk
from 57 cents on March 1 to 67 $992.5
annually.
million
cents on June 1, said he was Following is a breakdown of
thru
selling eggs at what were nor- these materials and their total
mally winter or higher prices. resale
values:
dollar
It you steal $300,000
"Our supplier is going to go to aluminum,$126,000,000; ferrous
the mob, It's pet robbery.
a dollar a dozen by Christ- metals (iron and steel),
It's suicide.
mas," he predicted. The store $133,500,000; glass, 9129,600,000;
manager said he was making a lead,
$2,400,000;
paper,
25 per cent profit on eggs.
165,000,000 (average value of
The careful shopper still newsprint, corrugated and
could find a few bargains. But- other
paper);
plastics
ACROSS
ter and pork chops declined in $23,100,000; rubber, $8,000,000,
more than half the cities check- and tin, $132,000,000.
ed. All-beef frankfurters rose in
Although based on con10 cities from March 1 to June servative estimates of each
1. Almost all the increases material's present scrap
Ilested leafs riti 1:2`
came in the first two months, market price, these values
however; and prices leveled off presume the extraction of each
after May 1, despite higher component and the availability
wholesale prices and short sup*******************
plies of livestock at market.
One reason for the steady
price was that, in many areas,
the meat products checked
were selling near or at the
maximum allowable under the
or Th• Finost In Mori. EnI•rtelmnroil4
ceilings imposed by President
Nixon at the end of March on
* CINEMA 2 *
beef, lamb and pork.
The items on The AP's checkSoft skln bursting
list were: chopped chuck, centhrough
hardf
ter cut porkchops, frozen orprison walls!
ange juice, coffee, paper towels, butter, eggs, peanut butter,
3:15-4:45detergent, fabric softener, to-7'45maiTM MINIM
mato sauce, chocolate chip *
cookies, whole milk, all-beef
9:15 TN
franks and granulated sugar.
The cities surveyed were: Albuquerque, Atlanta, Boston,
Chicago, Dallas, Detroit, Los * 3:55-5:40-7:30-9:20
Angeles, Miami, New York,
****I
Philadelphia, Providence, R.I.;
Salt Lake City, and Seattle.
The same supermarket was
"rog. Into 153.33I4:.,.:..:.

By MARY GANZ
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — If you've
never seen a bushel of soybeans it's hard to imagine why
scores of men would be willing
to pay $10 for them.
But scores of men are willing
to pay that much and more for
a bushel of the oily, pea-shaped
beans. And many don't even
know what soybeans look like.
Yet they buy and sell thousands of bushels of soybeans by
dealing in commodities futures,
contracts promising delivery at
aorne future date.
Thousands, and sometimes
hundreds of thousands, of dollars are won and lost daily in
such dealings at the Board of
Trade.
In the past few weeks, the
traders have been mostly making money.
The commodities futures
boom has nearly tripled the
price of soybeans in a year and
almost doubled that of wheat
and corn.
Consumers will eventually
feel the price, increase at the
meat counter, say many traders. The commodities bought
and sold at the Bciard of Trade
are used primarily as livestock
feed.
"The farmer is getting pressure from both ends," one broker said. "He's faced with pay-

ing more and more for his feed
grains, yet not being able to
raise prices above the government ceiling. He has no choice
but to cut production."
Soybeans are the "glamor
stock" of the futures market.
But other futures prices have
been soaring, too.
Most traders say, with conviction, that prices are hitting
record levels because the supply of food commodities simply
can't keep pace with demand.
But there is another view expressed by one trader: "The
only thing that's worth a damn
in this country is its agriculture.
'They're not producing cameras or televisions any more in
this country. Pretty soon
they're not going to be making
cars. Who wants to buy a 300
horsepower car that breaks
down twice a week!"
Board of Trade brokers say
money has been flowing into
commodities markets from
Wall Street speculators who are
discouraged with the sluggish
stock market.
"We're seeing people move
from securities markets to
grain markets," said one. "The
stock market is under pressure.
People who used to buy stocks
as a hedge against inflation
aren't sure they can do that
now."

"There simply isn't enough
food to go around," said one
trader, a buyer for a large Midwest corn and soybean processing firm. "Prices can go a lot
higher."
NEW FLAG
New Zealand's ruling Labor
Party's annual conference
has asked the government to
adopt "God Defend New Zealand" as the national anthem
and has suggested redesigning the New Zealand flag.
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Mrs. Lenith Rogers
Hostess For Meet
Of Suburban Club

Monday,June 11
Women of Oaks Country Club
will have steak night at 6:30
pin. For reservations call
Mesdames T. C. Collie, Jim
White, Brent Outland, or Freda
Butterworth,
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
will meet at seven p.m. at the
social hall.
Group III of the First
Christian Church CWF will
meet with Mrs. Alberts Korb at
7:30 p.m.

The trash is running
over since he ran out
DEAR ABBY; I have been living with Joe for six
months. I fell so much in love with him I couldn't help
myself. He said be loved me, too, but he never really
believed that I loved him.
Someone told me that Joe was planning to skip town
one of these days and not tell anyone where he was going. I
asked Joe about it and he said it wasn't true.
I guess it was, because he has been missing for six
days and five nights and no one has seen or heard from
him. I am so worried and heartbroken I cry myself to sleep
every night I keep thinking he's been in an accident or
something.
I won't even go outside to empty the trash for fear Joe
will telephone me and I'll miss his call.
Please tell me what to do
HEARTBROKEN

Tuesday,June 12
TOPS number Ky. 34 will
meet at the Health Center at
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New Concord Homemakers
Club will have a picnic lunch at
the Paris Landing State Park at
eleven a.m.
Westside Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Wayburn Wyatt at 12:30 p.m.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
hold its regular meeting at the
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Alice Waters Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
Women will meet with Mrs.
Lillian Graves at 9:30 a.m.
Maryleona Frost Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
Women will beet at 9:30 a.m. at
the Triangle Inn for a breakfast.
Tuesday, June 12
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
at the home of Mrs. John Belt at
9:30 a.m.
Groups of Baptist Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
as follows: I with Mrs. Orville
Anderson at 9:30 a.m., IT with
Mrs. Edgar Morris at ten a.m.,
and II with Mrs. R. M. Dawes at
two p.m.
The Senior Citizen will meet
at Ellis Center to make tote
bags from chair webbing. The
crafts teacher for this project
will be Mrs. Carolyn Halford,
volunteer. The Senior Citizens
have been invited to the
Calloway
County
Public
Library at 1:30 p.m. to see the
classic horror film, "Phantom
Of the Opera."
County
Calloway
The
Democratic Women's Club will
reorganizational
a
have
meeting at the Calloway County
Court House at eight p.m. All
interested persons are invited to
attend
Wednesday,June 13
Pottertown Homemakers
Club will meet at the Holiday
Inn at ten a.m.
South
Pleasant
Grove
Homemakers Club will meet
with Mrs. Raymond Story at
one p,111.
Contemporary Homemakers
Club will have a luncheon at the
City Park at 12 noon.
Evening circles of the First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7:30 p.m. as
follows: Ruth Wilson with Mrs.
James M. Lassiter, 1313 Wells
Boulevard, and Hannah with
Mrs. Barr Taylor, 1618
Parklane.
Wednesday,June 13
The Arts and Crafts Club will
have a potluck luncheon at the
home of Mrs. Gatlin Clopton at
11:30 a.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Orval Whitlow
Mr. and Mrs. Orval Whitlow of Almo Route One will celebrate
their golden wedding anniversary with an open house at their
home on Sunday, June 17, between the hours of two and five
o'clock in the afternoon.
The Whitlows were married June 16, 1923, in a double ceremony
with the late Winston Cole and Miss Lottie Carson, in the home of
Rev. J. M.P. Pool with Rev. Pool officiating.
Their attendants were the late Novis Lawrence and Blanche
Cole Lawerance I.
Mrs. Whitlow,for former Cordie Staples, is the daughter of the
late Jim and Lucy Magness Staples. Mrs. Whitlow, a retired
farmer, is the son of the late Asher A. and Cordie Emerson
Mr. and Mrs. Whitlow are members of the Flint Baptist
Church.
No formal invitations are being sent but all friends and
relatives are invited to attend.

Laura Whayne Presented Medal By The DAR
Chapter At ROTC Review; Luncheon Meet
Held At Home Of Mrs. Hess Crossland
The Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution met at the
lovely lakeside home of Mrs.
Hess Crossland, near New
Concord, for the May meeting
with the regent, Mrs. John A.
Nance, leading in pledging
allegiance to the flag and
prayer.
Miss
Maude
Nance,
secretary, read the minutes of
the previous meeting and the
treasurer, Mrs. Leon Grogan,
gave her report. Mrs. Nance
reported on the history test
Oven to participating students
with the first place award going
to Patricia Melvin of Kirksey
School and second to Laura
McCuiston of New Concord
./
School.
Mrs. John Livesay reported
she presented the Outstanding
Silver Star award to Laura
Whayne on behalf of the DAR at
the ROTC President's Review
held on April 26 at the Murray
State University Field House.
Honorary CPT. Laura Whayne,
commander of the Silver Stars,
the first woman, ROTC, is the
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Harry
Whayne, formerly of Murray,
and granddaughter of the late
Dr. A.D. Butterworth and Mrs.
Butterworth of Murray. Mrs.
Livesay said the DAR was
proud to present this military
medal to the firat woman at
MSU.
The regent said the chapter
had made the Honor Roll for
attendance to district meetings.
Members
discussed
arrangements for the coming
district meeting to be held
August 10 * Lake Barkley
Lodge. Registration_ of guests

'holt MhlifteSarOtls...
(itt cattsee the digefemee.
Notice the sole. It's shaped to the
contour of the foot, not flat like conventional sandals. You get relaxingly firm
support,and Scholl's exclusive extended
heel . . . for the kind of cool, easywalking your feet
never get tired of.:-

Scholl

Courtsq oar&
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will start promptly at 8:30 a.m.
and all reservations should be in
by August 5. The Captain
Wendell Oury chapter is
flower
for
responsible
arrangements and the coffee to
be served to arriving members.
The flower committee will be
composed of Mrs. Clifton Key
Jones.
and
Mrs. Leon
Registration will be directed by
Miss Maude Nance and Mrs.
Nell Allbritten.
An invitation was issued by
the Sons of the American
Revolution to attend the
regional meeting and luncheon
at the Holiday Inn on June 9.
Anyone wishing to attend should
call Mrs. Nance for reservations.
After the business session
Mrs. Nance and Mrs. Grogan
showed slides on the old covered
bridges throughout the New England states and Canada. One
was of the first covered bridge
built in the 18th century which
still stands near Philadelphia.
Much interesting and factual
information was given by Mrs.
Nance and Mrs. Grogan and all
the ladies recalled the old
covered bridges of Kentucky
which once numbered over tour
hundred; but of which only
sixteen now are known to be
standing.
Mrs. Crossland, assisted by
her sister, Mrs. W.Z. Carter,
served a delicious salad plate to
Miss Maude Nance, Mesdames
Price Doyle, Leon Grogan, Leon
Jones, Clifton Key, John
Livesay, Jesse McNutt, John
?'lance, Robert Trotter, and
Wesley Waldrop.
Meetings of the chapter will
be resumed in September after
the summer vacation.
Fondtie for Fun
The fondue pot is .a simple
route to hospitality When the
beef cubes are bubbling so will
be the conversation. Prepare
plenty of steak, cut in t-inch
cubes and place in refrigerator
until ready to cook along with
accompanying sauces. Pour oil
into fondue pot to a depth of 2
inches and place over direct
heat on range and bring to 375
degrees F Remove and place
over alcohol burner or canned
heat to maintain temperature
Spear steak cubes, one at a
time, and hold beef in hot oil
until cooked to desired degree of
doneness. For rare allow approximately i minute, medium
2 minutes. If oil cools so it no
longer bubbles briskly when
meat is added, reheat on range
to 375 degrees F.

DEAR HEARTBROKEN: The person who told you that
Joe was planning on skipphig town evidently knew more
about Joe than you did. Chances are he's all right, so don't
worry about his safety. But it might be wise to wonder
'what kind of man would cease you so much grief when oat
telephone caU would ease your aching heart. Empty the
trash and get into your normal routine. He'll turn up. Bad
pennies always do.
DEAR ABBY: Your batting average is about 99 per
cent, which is so high no one should squawk; but when you
goof, you sure blow it sky high.
Advising a secretary not to tell her boss that his wife
went into his office and rununaged thru his drawers and
inspected his files during his absence is completely unjust
and unfair.
Without prejudging the motives of the boss' wife, a
simple statement of who went into his office in his absence
is sufficient.
If I knew that my secretary withheld any information
from me about any activity in my place of business, she
wouldn't be my secretary very long.
Did you consider what could happen if the wife walked
oft with something valuable from her husband's office? The
secretary would be suspect.
You sort of shot from the hip on that one
E. L.
DEAR E. L.: I certainly did. And it missed the mark.
Thanks for adjusting my sights.
DEAR ABBY: I am married to a wonderful guy who is
now serving in the armed forces. We are on a very tight
budget as Mark doesn't make much money.
We are having a serious disagreement. Mark wants us
to share an apartment with another couple to save expenses. He's known them only a few weeks and I've never met
them. The other wife is in her teens and has a small baby.
Abby, Mark and I are newlyweds and I want a place of our
own—if it's only a hole in the wall. Mark says we girls can
share the housework and keep each other company. I don't
want to share the housework and I don't need company. I
just want to be a wife to Mark.
Mark thinks I am being unreasonable. I think ILE is
Who do you think is right?
Hurry, please, because Mark wants to tell his buddy
one way or the other.
NOT GETTING THRU
DEAR NOT: I don't see anything-"nnreasonabk" about
your wanting to have a place of your own. I think Mark is
unreasonable to expect you to share an apartment with
people be hardly knows and you closet know at all. Stick to
year guns.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "HATES GOSSIPS IN SANTA
ANA": I quote a sage piece from Quote Magazine: "If we
show ourselves disinterested to listen to gossip, we will
soon be spared its intrusion. Scandalmongers are ineffective without an audience."

Down the

arden Path
The Chickasaw Garden Club
of Paris,Has the following poem
In its Year Book and I think it is
well worth repeating here:
God Is
I lean upon the Garden Wall
And looking on my Garden
Small
These foolish words I then
recall:
The fool contends that God is
not:
Not God? In the Garden? When
the eve is cool?
No God to fashion rose and vine?
An, this I know from time to
time
God walks in mine!
G. L. Morrow wrote these
lines and every gardener knows
the truth of them when he walks
In his garden in the evening.
Just now the roses are aflame
with color and the lushness of
summer is upon Us. The little
annuals that were planted are
growing and will soon be putting
forth buds. The trees are taking
on a deeper green and how the
days do fly by. All are filled with
a multitude of duties, weeding,
mowing the grass, digging.
transplanting, watching for
Aphids, caterpillars, and signs
of plant disease.
I have been asked aboilf h leaf
peoblem with Azaleas, but I am
afraid I wasn't much help as I
have not had that particular
tzouble. But I do know that the
infected leaves should be
removed and burned. It may be
caused by a tiny mite or
fungus, but an all round spray

4.5.•
• )should help correct it. I have not
seen a recurrence of the Azalea
gall or scab that troubled us so
much a couple of years ago. The
present infection makes sort of
blister appear on the leaf and
could be very damaging if not
controlled very shortly, as
Azaleas begin to set their next
year's bud early in the fall. But I
believe any spray containing
mahithion will do the trick.
It is also time to begin to
watch for evergreen bugs that
will soon begin to weave their
little hanging baskets on the
branches. Pull off any that may
be found and burn them. Also
watch for the red spider mite on
some types of evergreen.
Dusang with sulphur will
completely get rid of them
although, sometimes a second
dusting is necessary.
Begin cutting the yellow
leaves off the jonquils and
tulips. But leave the green ones
a while longer as the strength
for next year's bloom comes
from the foliage. Sow annuals in
the tulip bed or anywhere plants
have finished their blooms for
the season.
A row of Tom Thumb Zinnias
or dwarf marigolds will give joy
all summer without hurting• the
bulbs underneath.
Begin to tidy up the beds
where early bloomers are
through. Clean out all debris for
in so doing you will make it
harder for insects to lay their
eggs and cause even more
trouble. A little persistence now
will save many an hour later

The Suburban Homemakers
Club met on June 4, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening at
the home of Mrs. Lenith Rogers.
Mrs. Harry Russell was cohostess'for the evening.
The devotion was taken from
Proverbs 2e:18 and was given
by Mrs. Robert Hendon. The
roll call was answered by the
eight members each giving her
favorite "wedding Custom", the
reading of the minutes and the
treasurer's report were by Mrs.
Prentice Dunn.
Mrs. Holmes Dunn read a
letter concerning the need for
foster homes in this area, also a
letter about the meeting tai June
7, in Mayfield in relation to the
rising price of milk. Mrs. Dunn
Mrs. James E.(Mary) Hamilton of the Garden Department of
also had material on the drying
the Murray Woman's Club shows one of the arrangements she
of flowers.
placed with in the Paris-Henry County Rose Society Show. This
A thank you note from Mrs,
-Love of Nature," rustic arrangement with driftwood or wood
O.J. Jennings in regard to her
material, won second place in this division.
going away gift wes read by the
president
Mrs. Lenith Rogers gave an
Interesting lesson on "Small
Repairs in the Home." She
demonstrated the repair of
extension cords, lamp switches
and some plumbing fixtures.
Mrs. Leon Adams presented
By Jo Burkeen
some helpful notes on the
Women's Page Editor
correct method of pruning
shrubs to insure more blooms
Mrs. James E. IMary)
and better shape.
Hamilton of Murray won first
After some discussion it was
place for three arrangements
decided to have the annual
and second place for one
family picnic on June 23 at six
arrangement in the artistic
p.m. on the adjoining lawns of
division of the Paris-Henry
• Mrs. Lenith Rogers and Mrs.
County Rose Society show held
Prentice Dunn.
Sunday, June 3, at the W. G.
The next regular meeting will
Rhea School Cafeteria, Paris,
be in September in the home of
Tenn.
Mrs. Harry Russell, 1401
Entries were from all over
Poplar.
Kentucky, Indiana, Tennessee,
Delicious cake and Cokes
and Arkansas in the eighth
were served at the close of the
annual rose show.
meeting by Mrs. Rogers and
Mrs. Hamilton entered in four
Mrs. Russell.
categories of the artistic
division of the show. She is a
HIGHEST AWARD in the
member of the Garden
Grass stains may be removed
artistic division went to this
Department of the Murray
modern design, "Brotherly from clothing by covering the
Woman's Club.
spot with molasses. Allow the
Love," made by Mrs. Hamilton
molasses to stand for a few
For her modern design
In the Paris Show.
hours. Then remove by washing
arrangement, "Brotherly
Love," she won the highest in roses from her own garden for the clothing in lukewarm soapshow and division receiving a the arrangements She is well suds. Rinse and dry the garblue ribbon, silver goblet, and known for her roses and fur- ment.
the American Rose Society nishes flowers for her church
certificate. This was of red and many other activities. She
roses.
Is teacher of the 15 year old girls
In the "Maternal Love," in the Sunday School of the First
Baptist Church.
In the Paris-Henry County
Show she entered four to of
the five categories in the artistic division and placed first
for three division and second for
By
one division. She said this was
Barbara Jewell
the first time she hed ever
CARNATIONS
REMAIN
entered a rose show.
VERY POPI WAR ,
Mrs. Hamilton was acThe carnation is me of our
companied by her husband, most
popular flowers. It is a
Hamilton,
traffic
James E.
flower that is familiar to all.
dispatcher for the Murray More than likely it is the first
Division of the Tappan Com- Dower that a youngster receives
pany, to the show on Sunday. "for his buttonhole." The carnatioh is also very popular with
The liamiltons with their the fairer sex because it is used
daughter, Patricia, who has just to make beautiful corsages. And,
completed the seventh grade at for the older set. a potted carreside nation is a lovely gift.
"MATERNAL LOVE" was Murray Middle School,
Carnations are easily grown
on
Sycamore
Street.
They
at- and bloom readily from
the theme of this arrangement
spring
and division which place first in tend the First Baptist Church until autumn. Some potted vaand
are
member
of
the
Oaks
bloom
rieties
continue
to
during
the division of the Paris Show
Country Club. Mrs. Hamilton is the winter when subjected to the
tly Mrs. Hamilton.
proper
conditions.
The
ordinary
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
carnation grows to a height of
Will Brandon of Hazel.
two feet or more and produces
had
an
category
she
blooms t hat range in color
arrangement of garden party
frorp white 'to pink and red.
roses with a pink madonna. This
Carnations make a -lovely flowas for her own interpretation
ral gift and flowers can convey
and she won the American Rose
a message when mere wuida
Society bronze certificate, a
fail. Send an arrangement now
to a sick mend or a shut-in. We
blue ribbon, and a silver bowl.
are as close as your telephone—
For her arrangment in the
order that floral gift now
"Patriotism" category, of a

Mrs. Hamilton of Murray Places
In' Four Divisions, Rose Show

Mrs. J. B. Burkina . . .
nose 731-1917 or 711-4947

Roundabouts are for
all-round comfort.
THIS ARRANGEMENT of
red roses and white mock
orange won first place in the
"Patriotism" division of the
Earls show by Mrs. Hamilton.
red, white, an4 blue design, she
used red roses and white mock
orange. Mrs. Rainilten won a
blue ribbon and a silver goblet.
Mrs. Hamilton is pictured
with her "Love of Nature"
arrangement, rustic
arrangement with driftwood or
wood materials, which won a
red ribbon and second place in
this category.
The Murray woman used

Roundabouts arc here to liberate
your feet. No more jamming,
crowding, or cramping toes.
With Scholl's built-up arch
and crepe wle,your feet
will enjoy a new-found,
freedom.

Scholl

Size to 10
AA-A-B-C-D-E-

Court Square
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Koosman Might Sue The V
Mets For Non-Support

ierry Golf
airmgs Set

By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
Jerry Koosman is about to
sue the New York Mets for nonsupport. You couldn't blame
him, really.
"I've had only three rims to
work with in the last four
games," said the Mets' leftSunday, he got nothing at
all-and as a result, lost a 4-0
decision to the Los Angeles
Dodgers.
"I'm having the same problem that Tom Seaver had for
us earlier in the year," said
Koosman, referring to a stretch
this season when the Mets
scored only two runs in four
games for their ace right-hander.
Koosman started out as New
York's hottest pitcher with five
straight victories, but cooled off
of late with five straight losses.
In the other National League
games, the Houston Astros
whipped the Pittsburgh Pirates
7-1; the Chicago Cubs stopped
the Cincinnati Reds 9-7; the
Montreal Expos trimmed the
San Francisco Giants 74; the
Philadelphia Phillies turned
back the San Diego Padres 114
and the St. Louis Cardinals defeated the Atlanta Braves 4-3 in
the first game of a doubleheader before losing the second, 5-2.
American League scores:
Milwaukee 6, California 6; Oakland 5, Detroit 0; Kansas City
7, New York 4; Minnesota 11,
Baltimore 4; Boston 10, Texas
1, and Chicago 5, Cleveland 3 in
the first game of a doubleheader and Cleveland 6, Chicago 5 in the second game.
Cesar Cedeno knocked in five
runs with two homers, leading
Houston over Pittsburgh. Cedeno hit a two-run homer in the
first inning and a three-run
shot in the ninth.
Two home runs by Rick Mon-

PRINCETON, Ky.-The Ninth
Annual Hu* Cherry Ladies
Golf Touniarnent is scheduled
for Tuesday at the Princeton
Golf and Country Club here.
Chairman of the Invitational
Wayne Twitchell, 5-2, pitched
day and one each by Pat
Bourque and Ron Santo pow- a five-hitter for his second tournament is Mrs. 14 W. Schreered Chicago past Cincinnati. straight shutout and Phila- iner
Prizes for the championship
Monday, who hit only 11 delphia unleashed a 14-hit athomers all last year, hit a solo tack to beat San Diego. The and eight other flights will inshot in the first inning and a pitcher also had three hits-two clude silver and trophies for the
singles and a double-to end an winners in the 100 field.
two-run blast in the second.
Former winners of the event
-for-30 drought at the plate.
0
Johnny Bench hits homer for
Ted Simmons drove in three are Betty Forgy, Violet CumCincinnati and boosted his Namings. and Mary Jo Riddle.
tional League-leading RBI total runs to lead St. Louis to its
The starting times and pairopening-game
victory over At- ings
to 48.
for the tournament are:
Boots Day drilled a tie-break- lanta. Rorie Harrison allowed
We. I Ti.
9 a.m. -Marge Howell. DixW' Coleing, two-run single in the eighth only one hit and slugged a man.
Rosie Atkins. Doris Duperrieu
9-06-Jerry kohimeyer. Nana Porto lead Montreal past San home run before leaving for ter.
Mimi Gordon. Doris Thomas.
9.le-Betty Wallace. teary Alice
Francisco for a three-game last-inning relief help, leading
Stewart. Madeline Roger.. Helen Whit.
sweep over the NI, West lead- Atlanta over St. Louis in the ford
1124-Jean Oserstrset. Norma Alsecond game.
ers.
bert. Evelyn Anderson. Add,.

Pride drives Snead

By FRANK MACOMBER
on the first tee more regularly
Copley News Service
than he did a few years back.
Last year he finished list on
People have been reading
the money tour, with winnings
about Samuel Jackson Snead
of $35,462. Remember, there
for so many years that most
are nearly 500 U.S. golf pros
folks take him for granted.
either competing or seeking
But for those who know him
tournament spots each week.
well and have competed with
And Sam last year played in
Sam on the golf course insist
less than half the 1972 tour
he is one of the most remarkevents.
able athletes of all time.
Here is a man, they say,
This year Sam opened the
who is 61 years old, still comseason by finishing seventh in
peting head-to-head with the
the Los Angeles Open and
youngsters on the Professionpicking up $3,982.67 in an
al Golfers' Association pro. event he
won back when Jack
golf tour and beating the best
Nicklaus was in nursery
of them some of the time.
school.
If Snead's career had
Then he won the Quarter
started, say, in 1957 instead of
Century Championship in
1937, the experts estimate he
which pros with 25 or more
would have earned perhaps $3
years of golf behind Ahem
million on the tour by now.
compete. That was another
When Snead was winning
tournament after tournament 82,000. To win he shot 69-68-137
in the 1940s and early 1950s, over one of Florida's toughest
layouts. On the day of the final
$4,000 or $5,000 was a whopround of the 36-hole event,
ping big purse. Today the winner's take ranges from $25,000
Sam started early, finishing
to $50,030 every weekend of
in time to hurry home arid
the tour.
watch the Washington RedEven so, Snead has won
skins crumble before the Mimore than 6500,000 on the
ami Dolphins in Super Bowl
tour, playing in only a few selected tournaments for a
The only senior pro who can
time, but recently showing up
come close to matching
strokes with Snead is blustery
Tommy Bolt, and he has all
&neer to Searroso $ Puuse
but retired since Sam beat
DOWN
him out for the Seniors' title
_WOW
=MOM
1 Resort
last year.
DO.21fr E o
2 Jail
OMUR 000MP PA
Golf experts say Snead's
3 Ohl prOnoten
Oan moon m A R
4 Danish island
performance over the years
om
COMMO
MOO
5 UnPOiraried
would have been even more
MPOMODP M0M00
6 Liquor collecMOM 301ne
remarkable if he were a bettively
7 River island
ter putter. Never confident
00M CISIVIIM 0
8 Part of inohn
about his putting after a usu9 Babylonian
13
ally flawless game from tee to
(lefty
10 Blernatess
green, Snead continually has
12 Symbol lor iron
experimented with putting
14 Sunni:on forth
stances. Now he uses a sort of
17 Lair*
35 Sewing &ow46 Preposition
20 nfraw bmison
croqiiet-style putting stroke.
meant*
46 trisect*
23 A state labbr
37 wan
51 Snare
Sometimes it succeeds, but he
24 College degree
38 Adhsenes
53 Gals none
misses a lot. too.
(ebb, I
Subeteno,
57 Devoured
25 Organs of
39 Join
58 Symbol for
With all his putting trouhearing
41 Lament
serrianan
bles, Snead over the years
27 PlaysoN
43 Pertaining to
60 A stale (este I
30 Slay
since he turned pro in 1937 has
old tape
62 Symb01 tor ten32 Baker
44 Mane
won more than 135 tournaProducts
nickname
64 Exist
ments, 84 of them PGA-sponsored events. Way back in
1949 he was named Player of
the Year and was elected
Golf's Hall of Fame in 1953.
He was leading money winner
in 1938, 1949, and 1950 . and
three times won the coveted
Vardon Trophy for the lowest
18-hole stroke average during
a season of PGA tourneys.
A member of the U.S.
Ryder Cup team 10 times,
Sam captained it twice.
50
Like so many established
athletes, Snead's incentive
now is pride rather than dollars. His friends josh about
Sam's first dollar still being
buried out back of the house along with a million or more
Distr. byt United Fe tart Syndicate. rir
II
others.

Cross
word Puzzle
ACNSS
1 Secret agent
4 Alternating current lebbr )
6 Sete-kiserert9
receptacles
11 Like better
13 Buccaneer
15 Three-toed
sloth
16 Learned
16 Thoroughf we
abbr
19 Spanish for

t

21 River in
Germany
22 Group of three
24 Part of
skeleton
26 Wife of Conant
28 writing fluid
29 Move atiCkil
turtivety
31 Cease
33 ComPase point
34 Ireland
36 Undergarment
38 Hebrew letter
40 IMIled
42 Rent
45 Emmet
47 Pape of book
-49 Winter vehicle
50 Narrow openarc
52 European 11105
54 Printer S
measure
55 Note of scale
56 Recuperates
59 Cyceinoid fish
61 Lillndid oroPerty
63 Empower
65 Binds
66 A contment
labbr
67 Lamprey

moms anon
rn
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9:32- - Bert Schreiner, Mary Crayons.
Jeanette Hearnby. Dot Arnold.
40--Shirley Francis. Euldine Robinson. Norma Miller. Margaret Shut.
fell.
9 ea-Marian Walker. Jane Belt,
Alice Kornorowski. Cookie Johnson.
9.311---Peuline Green. Alice 'Young.
Martha Coleman. Dabs Hines.
10 Oa-Martha
Stallins. Charlotte
Miller. Toby Williams. Betty. Stoltz.
1 p.m.-Betty Lovinson. Virginia
Everett. Theda Bobo, Nancy Lyles.
10(1-Nlary Jo Riddle. Mary
Alford. Penny Stalling. Mimi Roll.Jane
1.16 -Virg.. ('ooper. Mar/ Holloway.
Elisabeth Sluainnerer, Irene Chit.
wood.
I.)4-KFIr Templeton. Dot Brannon&
Nancy Ragland.
NC. IS Tee
9 a m -Barbara Morse, Virste Wil
son. Gin, Varial. Nadine Weos
9-06-Edith Nichols, Ann Finch.
Verbal Marvel. Mary Ann Woodall,
9:10-Pat Willbelm. Pat Read.
Evelyn Bartow.., Robbie Dav&
i
Yet-Betty LaBlanc. lb Sherwood.
Carol Hibbard. Veneta Sexton.
32- Chi Chl Mills. Betty Lowry.
Ruby Share, Sue Brown.
9 40--Louwand• Martin. Ann H1171114
Will. Ann Pedley. Jean Ann Hunt.
9 48--Linda
McDowell. Joe
Bell
Hudson. Catherine Brooks. Jeanie
Brian.
9 16-Ronnie Cole. Catherine Stroud,
Anna Beile Plunder. Butt June McWilliams.
10,04-Sally litielette. Juanita Plant.
Ruth Sourlock. Doi Jones
1 p.m.-Via-anis Davis. Wanda SAW!Inas, Sally Att.thell, Betty Hinton.
105-Vielet Cummins. Eleanor Griffin. Betty Forty. Barbara Mitchell
Lie-Margaret Hutcheson. Bertha
Beasley. Clain Lents. Tony Parry_

NANCY
(_AVV---RUN ALONG,
PEEWEE

--- I'M WEARING
A- MASK

•

'EM UP
PARDINIER

•

By BRUCE LOWITT
losing 6-5.
Associated Press Sports Writer
In the National League, St.
Del Crandall isn't a mathLouis won the opener of a twinematical wizard. But the manbill in Atlanta 4-3, then lost the
aker of the Milwaukee Brewers
nightcap 5-2, Philadelphia
doesn't have to be. He can add
skellacked San Diego 11-0, Los
one and one and the result will
Angeles shut out the New York
come out two.
Mets 4-0, Montreal nosed out
Two games out of first place,
San Francisco 7-6, the Chicago
that is.
Cubs outlasted Cincinnati II-7
-We're getting much better
and Houtson clubbed Pittsburgh
pitching than we did at the
7-1.
start of the year...and we're
Kurt Bevacqua doubled home
also getting the timely hits,"
the Royals' tie-breaking run in
Crandall observed Sunday.
a five-run fourth, two innings
"When you put the two togethafter John Mayberry had coler, it can add up to a winning
lected his 14th homer of the
streak."
year, to beat New York.
The Brewers' streak is a
Larry Hisle, Jim Holt and
Modest three straight games, Bob
Darwin each cracked twobut it has pushed them back run
homers for the Twins. But
into contention in the American
the muscle-flexing wasn't all
League's East Division, tied for that
necessary. They'd scored
third with the Baltimore Oriseven runs in the third inning
oles and Boston Red Sox just to
all but knock out the Orioles.
two games off the New York
Jim -Catfish" Hunter kept
Yankees' pace and P2 back of the
Tigers from regaining first
the runner-up Detroit Tigers.
place in the East by firing a
The Brewers got a little of
three-hit shutout for the A's
each Sunday against California.
that boosted his record to 8-3.
The pitching was provided by
Jim Slaton, the timely hitting Oakland scored four of its runs
by Bob Coluccio. It added up to
a 15-hit, 8-6 victory, a sweep of
the weekend series with the Angels and a .500 record.
In Sunday's other games,
Kansas City beat the Yankees
7-4, Minnesota mauled Bald.
more 11-4, Oakland blanked De-\
iron 5-0, Boston blasted Texas
104 and the Chicago White Sox
split a doubleheader with
Cleveland, winniruz 5-3 and then
By JACK MURPHY
Copley News Service

Free spirits ride
the rodeo circuit

several spectacular crashes,
and was run in near-perfect
conditions before a record
crowd topping 400,000.
All three Ferraris and three
of the four Matras held the lead
at various stages of the race.
iterzarto, 110 pounds in his racing suit and helmet and with a
reputation as a go-for-broke
driver, set two new lap records
in the early stages, once as
leader and the second catching
up after a split fuel tank cost
time in the pits arid minor
gasoline burns to hos face.

Line-up For
Golf Given
For Women

The more urbanized America becomes, the more it clings
to its past. Especially western
America. Country music fills
the air, western dress is becoming increasingly fashionable, and rodeos are growing
in popularity.
In an era when everybody is
fingerprinted, indexed and
typed with a Social Security
number, the cowboy is admired as a free spirit. He goes
his own way, acknowledges no
boss, and works when he
chooses.
Even the cowboy from the
city. There are top hands on
the rodeo circuit who earn a
living at bull riding, steer
wrestling and bare-bronc riding who can't sit comfortably
on a saddle horse. They are
professional athletes who
have chosen rodeo as a way of
life.
-"There are 10 steps to becoming a good bronc rider,"
says Ed Rutherford, "but
these kids skip most of them.
They start with a bueking
bronc."
With his partner, Cotton
Rosser, Rutherford owns the
Golden State Rodeo Co.,
which produces more rodeos
than any of its competitors.
The main office of the firm is
in Brawley, Calif., the opera-

The women of the Murray
Country Club will hold their
regular ladies day golf at the.
club on Wednesday, June 13.
Tee off time will be at nine
a.m., according to Julie Wallis,
tions office is in Marysville,
golf hostess. Persons not listed
Calif. Rosser's home), and
in the line-up but who desire to there
are divisions based in
play are asked to be at the tee at Newhall,
Calif., Tucson, Ariz,
nine a.m. to be Paired.
--Fallon, Nev., and elsewhere.
Lineups are as follows:
Rutherford does not depend
Eleanor Diuguid, Reba on rodeo income to live in the
Overby, Margaret Shuffett, and style which suits him. He is
Jerelene Sullivan.
into agriculture some 12,000
Euldene Robinson, Euvie
acres under cultivation in
Mitchell, Rebecca Irvan, and California's Imperial Valley,
Mary Watson.
ranching
most of Volcan
Elizabeth Slustuneyer, Annie Mountain in San Diego CounMary Adams, Lou Doran, and ty) and cattle his feed lots
regularly fatten 30,000 steers
Nancy Haverstock.
Frances Miller, Betty Scott, for market ) and other activiRowena Cullom, and Ray ties.
His Newhall ranch, headed
Emener.
Sue Morris, Betty Jo Purdom, by son, Phil, supplies frontierVenela Sexton, and Carol type wagons for western
movies and his hands include
Hibbard.
Cathryn Garrott, Jennie that rarest of craftsmen, a
Hutson, Betty Stewart, and wagon wheelwright. He is an
Austrian who survived a Nazi
Charlene Doss.
concentration camp.
Betty Lowry, Phyliss Kain,
Rutherford also supplies
Evelyn Jones, and Toopie
longhorn steers for movie and
Thomas.
TV purposes, his boarders inMarilyn Adkins, Beverly cluding a herd of
250 which
Spann, Irene Chitwood, and graze on a mountain ranch
Urbena Koenen.
near Julian, Calif. The longInus Orr, Patsy Miller, Sadie horn. like some two-legged
West, and Alice Purdom.
creatures, has a tendency to
Frances Parker, Marge Kipp, become slovenly if living is
Emma Sue Hutson, and Chris easy.
Graham.
-The longhorn needs a
Ruth Wilson. Norma Frank, mountain ranch where he has
Nancy Hutson, and Annie to work for his food,- Rutherford explains. - Otherwise,
Knight.
he'll become ton big and fat
Nancy
Fandrich.
Jean
Wilson, Peggy Billington, and and his horns won't grow."
Judy Muehleman
Rutherford himself is accustomed to hard work. "I
COLLEGE STATION, Tex.- was born and raised a cowRichard Petty of Randleman, poke," he says, "it was all I
N.C., driving a Dodge, broke ever did."
Thus he is not.impressed by
away from Buddy Baker to win
the Alamo 500 stock car race at the industry- of cowboys.'""A
Texas World Speedway with an fellow raised on a ranch isn't
worth a dacnn without his
average of 145 114 miles per
horse," says Rutherford. "All
hour.

Standings

off 10-game winner Joe Coleman, saddling him with his
fifth loss.
Sonny Siebert floored fcgmer
teammate Carlton Fisk with a
pitch. So the Boston catcher got
up and sent the next pitch over
the left field wall for a threerun fifth-inning homer, then
added a sacrifice in the eighth
to pave the way to the rout of
Texas.
The White Sox, whose West
Division lead over Minnesota
slipped to just one game,
needed a heroic performance to
gain a victory in their first
game against Cleveland. They
got it from Rich Reichardt,
who bombed a pinch-hit, threerun homer with two out in the
ninth inning.
It was the Indians who had
the hero in the bottom of the
ninth inning in the second
game-Johnny Ellis. With runners on second arid third, he
jumped on Chicago relief pitcher Terry Forster's first pitch,
lining it to left for the gamewinning hit.

SPORTS UNLIMITED

By PAUL TREUTHARDT
Associated Press Writer
LE MANS, France (AP) The French Matra-Simca sports
car team finally has proved it
can face the Italian Ferraris in
the world's toughest endurance
race and win.
In an all-out battle for 224
hours of the 24 hours of the Li
Mans classic, the Metres overcame a series of problems-including tire failures so dangerous the cars were nearly
pulled out-and proved that
their 1972 victoop..in Ferrari's
absence was not a hollow one.
But Ferrari's second place
gave the Italian team more valuable points in the World
Sports Car Championship, increasing its lead to 110 points
over Matra's 84, with Porsche
at 82. Three more events are to
come.
The winning Matra of
Frenchmen Henri Pescarolo
arid Gerald L.arrousse was as
many as six laps behind the
leaders early Sunday on the 8.4mile track and the secondplaced Ferrari of tiny Italian
Arturo Merzario and Brazil's
Carlos Pace up to 14 laps behind the leaders Saturday in
the race which had its usual
quota of heartbreaks.
But it was a safe race, no
drivers suffering injury despite

BLON DIE

STICK

Brewers Complete Sweep
Of Series With Angels

Matra-Simca Team
Wins At Le Mans

HORSE RACING
NEW YORK - Secretariat,
82.20, overwhelmed the field to
win the Belmont Stakes by 31
lengths and become thoroughbred racing's first Triple Crown
winner in 25 years.
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that matters to him is riding
the horse. He's not much good
if you ask him to build a fence
or move a piece of pipe."
But Ed Rutherford isn't a
typical cowboy.
He has a moustache and full
sideburns to go with his black
hair and there is evidence of a
social conscience. Rutherford
and some of his Imperial Valley friends are responsible for
the development of a unque
40-acre western park in BraaNley..
•
This is a cowboy's idea of
how to keep young people off
the streets and out of the poolrooms. The western park has

facilities which include
stables for 100 saddle horses,
corrals, an all-steel arenitand
grandstand and pasture land.
The feed bill for a youngster is
only $15 per month.
Nowadays the project is
supported by proceeds from a
rodeo known as the Brawley
Cattle Call.
"About 15 years ago a few of
us got together and decided to
build something on some
scrub land," says Rutherford
of his philanthropy.

}=.^.0•0•IM'Co="C"="0421DC•C
American League
East
W. L. Pct. G.B.
•
New York
30 26 536
Detroit
29 26 527
Baltimore
25 25 500 2
Boston
26 26 500 2
Milwaukee
27 27 500 2
Cleveland
21 35 375 9
West
31 21 596 -Chicago
Minnesota
30 22 577
Kansas City
31 28 525 31
Calltornitr-•7/•/6 -509 4',
Oakland
29 28 509
18 34 346 13
Texas
Saturday's Games
Oakland 4, Detroit 0
Chicago 6, Cleveland 3
Baltimore 7. Minnesota 4
Boston 12, Texas 1
New York 6. Kansas City 4
Milwaukee 1, California 0
Sunday's Games
Chicago 5 5, Cleveland 3 6
Minnesota 11, Baltimore 4
Kansas City 7, New York 4
Oakland S. Detroit 0
Milwaukee 8, California 6

Boston 10, Texas 1
Monday's Games
Milwaukee !Salton
2 5,
Minnesota 11<88t a 31, N
Only game scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Texas at Cleveland, N
Kansas City at Baltimore N
Chicago at Detroit, N
Milwaukee at Minnesot..a N
New York at Oakla, r, N
Boston at California, N
National League
East
W. L.
G B
Chicago
34 23 596
Montreal
25 25 500 5
Pittsburgh
24 26 480 6
St Louis
25 29 463
New York
23 28 451 8
Philadelphia
23 32 418 10
West
San
Francisco 38 23 623
Los Angeles
35 23 603
Cincinnati
31 25 554
Houston
33 27 550 4
Atlanta
23 34 404 ;
San Diego
20 39_ .339 17
Saturday's Gaines
Cincinnati 8, Chicago 4
New York 4, Los Angeles 2
Atlanta 8, St Louis 2
Philadelphia 4, San Diego I
Montreal 9, San Francisco 6
Pittsburgh 4, Houston 1
Sunday's Games
St Louis 4 2, Atlanta 3 5
Philadelphia It, San Diego 0
Los Angeles 4. New York 0
Montreal 7, San Francisco 6
Chicago 9, Cincinnati 7
Houston 7, Pittsburgh 1
Monday's Games
Los Angeles (Sutton 7 Al at
Philadelphia (Ruttivert 1-41, N
Pittsburgh (Blass 3-31 at At
ianta (Morton 5.4), N
St Louis (Gibson 4-6) at Cmn
cinnati (Grimsley 5-4), N
San Francisco (Bryant 9-3) a'
New York (stone 1 1), N
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Los Angeles at Philadelphia
San Diego at Montreal, N
San Francisco at New York
Pittsburgh at Atlanta, N
St Louis at Cincinnati, N
Chicago at Houston. N

TRACK AND FIELD
BATON ROUGE, La. Three distance runners turned
in record performances in the
52nd NCAA Track and Field
Championships with Oregon's
'Steve Prefontaine cracking his
own record with a 13:05,3 in the
three-mile run; Tennessee's
Doug Brown winning the 3,000meter-steeplechase in 8:28.1.,
and Dave Wottle of Bowling
Green breaking the meet
record for the mile in 3:57.1.

Mary Mills Takes
Ladies Tournament

SUTTON, Mass.(AP)- Veteran Mary ?Allis gave the field
something to shoot at with a
furious stretch drive which carried her to the Ladies Professional Golf Association championship for the second time.
Young Betty Burfeindt accepted the challenge and came
within six inches Sunday of
forcing a playoff for the title at
Pleasant Valley Country Club.
Miss Mills, who won the 1964
LPGA crown a year after capturing the US. Open, birthed
five of the final nine holes, including the 18th, and was in the
official scorer's tent when Miss
Burfeindt just missed a dramatic bid for an eagle three on
the final green. '
Miss Burfeindt, playing in the
last threesome, knew she was
down by two strokes and
needed an eagle on the final
hole. She put her first two shots

to within "84 yards of the
green" and used a wedge. The
shot couldn't have come much
closer.
"I gave it my best effort,"
said Miss Burfeindt, who lost a
tournament by one stroke for
the third time this year.
Miss Mills, 33, and Miss Burfeindt, 23, matched three-underpar 70s in the final round. Miss
Mills, who underwent surgery
on her left wrist last year and
who hadn't won a tournament
since 1970, collected $5,250 for
her winning 288 score. Miss
Burfeindt earned $3,900.
Kathy Whitworth, the all-time
top money winner in women's
golf, shared the 54-hole lead
with Jane Blalock and Japan's
Chako
Higuchi.
Miss
Whitworth, however, slipped to
a 74 and finished third with a
72-hole score of 291.

Welcome! MSU Summerl
I
Students
I
Do your laididering at the lowest
rates:
I
P tickets.
I
ts.
.
I
10 minutes
I ever-heating, and will not
I
Central HIGHLANDER Center I
k

Washing:

.20 per standard washer load, using our
discount

per dime, our dryers are pre-tested against
yellow your white goods.

"The Clean Place"
Central Center - 641 North
Murray, Kentucky 42071
753-9074

Always Attended

.

1

8:00-10:00
Daily

4A

1
A.1\46.46.416.4.4116.416.46..
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Calloway Splits Pair In
Men's Softball League
Five games were played in
the Men's Softball League
Sunday.
The first game found
Wallaces
stepping
over
Shirley's Garden Center by a
score of 14-9. Wallaces, with 18
safe hits, was led by Jim
Bogden with four hits. Quertermous and Conley each had
three hits for the losers which
included two homeruns by
Conley.
Bynum picked up another
victory over Douglas with a
score of 11-3. Stone belted a
home run in the fourth for
Bynum while Hill led his team's
hitting with three safe hits.
Woodsom led Douglas with two
safe hits.

the bottom of the fourth Marshall led 3-1. The sixth and
seventh innings proved to be big
innings for the winners as they
pushed their score up nine more
runs.
Larry Farmer slammed a
home run for Marshall and led
his team with three hits. Jones
and Thomas each had two hits
for the losers.
The fourth game was
somewhat closer between
Benton and Calloway with
Calloway coming out on top 6-1.
Calloway had 11 safe hits while
Benton had four.
In the nightcap of the evening,
Calloway was defeated by
Eatons 11-2. Perry slammed
tour safe hits to lead his team's
hitting. Calloway had eleven
The third game of the day safe hits but were held to only
ended with Marshall whipping two runs by Eatons tight
Murray Moose Lodge 12-1. In defense.
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Nastase Gets Nasty
In Italian Net Open
ROME (AP) — The $135,000
Italian Open Tennis Championships stumbled into its final
stages today, marrred by a
new wave of controversy involving fiery-tempered Me Nastase of Romania.
Relations between Nastase
and the noisy, unruly Italian
crowd never have been good.
They sunk to an all-time low
when Nastase spit at the stands
during his semifinal match with
Paolo Bertolucci which was
halted by darkness. A fan
hurled an empty bottle at the
Romanian, missing him by several feet.
Bertolucci, angered by the
boisterous crowd, smashed his
racquet to the court and shattered it into pieces. The match
was postponed until Tuesday
afternoon with Nastase leading
6-2, 3-8, 6-3, 3-6, 4-0. The winner
will face defending champion
Manuel Orantes of Spain for
the men's singles title.
The outburst climaxed the in-

cident-filled tournament which
started awkwardly after several players were late due to
the rain-delayed French Open.
Then, to compound problems,
the International Lawn Tennis
Federation barred Yugoslavian
Nikki Pilic for failing to participate in a Davis Cup match
against New Zealand. The Italian federation refused to recognize Pine's ban and allowed
him to play. He later was defeated.
Australia's Evonne Goolegong ended a personal jinx by
defeating Chris Evert 7-8, 6-0 in
the women's singles final. Miss
Goolagong had been beaten by
the 18-year-old star from Fort
Lauderdale, Fla. in all three
previous meetings this year.
Virginia Wade of England
and Olga Morozova of the Soviet Union captured ,the women's doubles a-own with a 3-8,
6-2, 7-5 victory over Renate
Tomanova and Martin Navratilova of Czechoslovakia.

SPORTS UNLIMITED

Secretariat Will Go Down
In Horse Racing History
ar

11 AN*

GIFT GOING,GONE A father's pride turns to distress after be
caught a foul ball in San Diego Stadium and gave it to his sea, only
to see the boy throw it back. The ball, shown barely missies
New York Mets' third baseman Wayne Garrett, wait
returned to the youngster. (AP Wirephot)

By WILL GREMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK (AP) — Once in
a lifetime a great champion
comes along who makes a
shambles of the glorious deeds
of his predecessors.
He is fashioned for eternity.
Such a champion is Secretariat.
He is Jack Dempsey malding
a gigantic Jess Willard. He
Babe Ruth hitting 714 home
runs. He is Jim Thorpe,
ceiling in many sports int.-it
man ever did before. He Is another Man 0' War. He is the
heavyweight king of the world.
"He knows he is good," said
Mrs. Jahn Tweedy, the mistress of the Meadow Stable
-alter watching Secretariat win
the Belmont Stakes in record
time and become the first horse
in 25 years to take thorough-

Webster Couldn't Find
Word For Secretariat
By BOB COOPER
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK )AP) —There's
a job opening at Belmont Park
for Noah Webster. They're still
trying to find a word to describe Secretariat.
"Some horse, ain't he? A hell
of a horse," trainer Lucien
Laurin mused Sunday, but Laurin knew that wasn't enough to
say.
After all, Secretariat had become the first Triple Crown
winner in 25 years, chopping
more than a bitesize chunk off
the Belmont Stakes record and
wbuling by 31 lengths.
"He's the people's horse, and
I think it was good for those
people who were here to see
him do it," jockey Ron Turcotte said. "It's just a shame
for those who didn't."
A lot of those who did see it
didn't belive it. Turcotte was
one.
"I knew we were rolling, but
I didn't have any idea we were

going that fast," he said. "I
Just knew any horse was running good and settling into a
long, smooth stride."
But then the little Canadian
cruised down the long Belmont
stretch, so alone that the television cameras couldn't pick up
anybody else, and even had
time to do a little clock watching.
"I saw the ( cumulative)
timer just as it hit 2:20 and
thought, 'Oh, I can make it,' so
I urged him a little in just the
last few yards—about as far ilk
from here to the end of the
barn," the rider said.
Ttfe result, very simply, was
a Belmont victory in 2:24, nearly three seconds faster than
Gallant Man's 16-year-old
record of 2:26 3-5, six lengths
more than the legendary Count
Fleet's margin 30 years ago.
Sigmund Sommer's Sham,
the only horse thought to have
a chance against Secretariat,
was so discouraged that he fin-

ished last, with Elmendorf's
Twice a Prince second and Arthur Appleton's My Gallant
third ahead of C.V. Whitney's
Pvt. Smiles.
Secretariat's Belmont victory
put another $90,120 in the
Meadow Stable bank account—
making him just a little over
$100,000 short of $1 million—and
had everybody asking: "What's
next?"
The big, reddish son of Bold
Ruler has been syndicated for a
lecord $6.08 million for breeding purposes and already has a
stall waiting for him at the
famed Claiborne Farm near
Paris, Ky.
"Mrs. i John) Tweedy hasn't
made a decision yet, but I'd
think he'll go in the Travers
Stakes in August, with maybe
one race before then," Laurin
said, referring to the mistress
of Meadow Stable
"But he'll definitely race
again," he added.

All foreigners
aren't charming Anderson Is Highly Critical
Of Chicago's Wrigley Field
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service

Now that Australian Bruce
Crampton is edging up toward
the elite list of millionaires
who made it by playing professional golf, its time to look
at how we Yankees view the
foreign contenders.
Most of them, including
Crampton,are fine gentlemen
who have been accepted by
U.S. golf galleries and television viewers not only for their
performances but for their
sportsmanship as well.
Crampton, now aboutto join
Jack Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer and Billy Casper in the
Professional Golfers' Association ( PGA ) pro tour's "Million Dollar Club," despite his
impeccable manners has a
communications problem
when it comes to American
galleries.
It hasn't hurt his earnings
but it has damaged Crampton's image with the hordes
who either follow the pros
around the course or watch
them on the TV screen.
Often frowning and usually
silent, the Australian is in
sharp contrast, for example,
to Juan (Chi Chi) Rodriguez,
a Puerto Rican who has
caught the hearts of most golf
spectators with his accent and
accessibility. He talks to
everyone along the way as he
competes for thousands as
though it were no more than a
Sunday afternoon picnic.
Crampton, usually a cheerful and entertaining guest at a
luncheon or dinner party,
drops all pretense of being affable when he moves to the
first tee. That is the door to his
business office, so to speak.
From that moment on every
minute must be concerned
with winning a golf tournament.- Consequently, some
, galleries mistake intense concentration for sourness.
They made the same error a
few years ago with ;Nicklaus,
until the Ohio stilt realized he
must let down a little with the
galleries. Even so, Jack still

has to work at being more
than cheerfully courteous
with the galleryites. Like
Crampton, he comes to win
tournaments, not galleries.
Americans, however, seem
to demand some rapport with
their sports heroes. They
want them modest, friendly
and molded from the commonest clay. When they
aren't there often is trouble.
Once in a while the public
will accept a playboy athlete,
like Broadway Joe Namath —
but only if his ability remains
undiminished by all his escapades. Onetime Detroit pitching ace Denny McLain was
the darling of the sports
pages. He ran afoul of some
personal troubles, but his fans
stuck by Denny — until he lost
his touch on the mound. Today
he is pitching for some remote
minor league team in the Midwest, forgotten by his erstwhile worshipers.

Crampton will go on winning golf tournaments, for he
has the ability and temperament. But most Americans
won't root for the dour Bruce
who has carted home more
than $100,000 in prize money
for five consecutive years.
Yankees want a Rodriguez, a
Palmer, or a Lee Trevino.
Men like Crampton and
Nicklaus simply cannot unbend the way they do. Neither
Bruce nor Jack will stop to
talk with the gallery unless he
spots a personal friend, and
that is rare. Rodriguez, Palmer and Trevino will hold up
a match to chat for a minute.
This is what Americans like
and expect from their sports
stars, especially since television came along to bring them
into the living room.
The secret seems to lie with
that overused word, communication. Assuming all contenders had equal ability in
golf, or any sport, for that
matter,the crowds would root
for the ones who returned
their affection with some sort
of show — even if only a smile
or a hand wave.

By JOE MOOSHIL
Associated Press Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — Sparky
Anderson is one guy who isn't
impressed with the rousing Cincinnati-Chicago series which

Sports In
Brief
GOLF
. .
PORTHCAWL, Wales — Dick
Siderowf of Easton, Conn., defeated Peter Moody of England
5 and 3 in the 36-hole final to
win the British Amateur golf
title.
TENNIS .
ROME, Italy — Evonne
Goolagong of Australia stunned
top-seeded Chris Evert of Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., 74, 6-0 in the
women's finals of the $135,000
Italian Open Tennis Championships while in the men's singles
semifinal defending champion
Manuel Orantes of Spain outlasted Tom Okker of The Netherlands 3-6,7-6,6-3,4-6,74.
AUTO RACING . .
LE MANS, France — Henri
Pescarolo and Gerard Larrousse of France drove their
royal blue Matra Simca to victory in the 24 Hours of Le Mans
endurance race, covering
3,015.5 miles for an average
speed of 125.5 miles per hour.
MOSPORT, Ont. — Charlie
Kemp of Jackson, Miss., drove
a Porsche to victory in the
opening race of the rich 1973
Canadian American Challenge
Clip series for sports cars.
MILWAUKEE — Bobby Unser of Albuquerque N.M., drove
his Eagle-Offenhauser from the
pole position to victory in the
Rex Mays Memorial 150 race,
averaging 106.008 miles per
hour to finish 10 seconds ahead
of Roger McCluskey of Tucson,
Ariz.

ended Sunday with the Cubs
outslugging the Reds 9-7
"Everybody says we play
good games against each other
here," said the Cincinnati manager, "but if anyone pops the
ball in the air, it's out of this
park.
"All I can say is that if any
hitting records are made in this
ball park, they shouldn't
count," continued Anderson,
"especially when you consider
some guys have to hit in parks
like Pittsburgh or Chavez Ra-vine. Simple fly balls here are
home runs."
Six borne runs flew out Sunday with the Cubs getting four
and Cincinnati a pair.
Rick Monday blasted a pair
in the first two innings for the
Cubs while Pat Bourque and
Ron Santo slugged one each
Joe Morgan and Johnny
Bench hit seventh trifling
homers when the Reds crept
within two runs of the lead
"I know it's the same for
both sides," said Anderson
"We got seven runs and we
certainly didn't earn them But
can you imagine what guys like
Willie McCovey, Willie Stargell
or even our Johnny Bench and
Tony Perez would do if they
played in this park
"Now you have to go to the
pitchers' end of it and the more
I think of it the more I'm convinced Ferguson Jenkins should
go into the hall of fame right
now. Imagine, having to pitch
in this park and winnIng 20
games in six straight years."
Monday's two homers which
helped stake the Cubs to a 7-1
lead after two innings weren't
his only contributions in the
series. He also hit a two-run
homer in the seventh inning
Friday to lift the Cubs to a 13-6
victory. Cincinnati won Saturday's game 8-4 when the Reds
scored seven runs in the ninth
inning capped by Perez' tree
run homer.

Monday admitted his first
homer off Jim McGlothlin Sunday wasn't well hit. "I think
the wind helped it. But I hit the
second one well."
This gave Monday a total of
14 home runs this season compared to only 11 all last year.
The Cubs acquired Monday
from Oakland for pitcher Ken
Holtzman following the 1971
season.
"I think a year in the league
has been a tremendous help,"
said Monday. "Last year I
would have to go around asking
everybody about each pitcher
we'd face. The same thing went
defensively. I didn't know who
could run or who would try to
take the extra base.
"Now, I've learned about the
pitchers and know what to expect. I also know which players
wiell try to take an extra base
and how to play most of them
defensively."

bred racing's Triple crown.
"I am in absolute awe of
him. His size, his good looks,
his astounding speed—he must
be frightening to other horses.
But to me, he's like a mischievous kid.
"He is so full of himself, he

e

owerby Is
Sixth Best
At Nationals
a

Fred Sowerby of Murray
State University finished sixth
In the 440 yard dash in the
NCAA Championships Saturday
at Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
Sowerby, running 1.8 seconds
off of the winning time,
recorded a 46.6.
In the qualifying round held
Friday, Sowerby had a 48.8.
Sam Torres did not qualify for
the finals of the three mile run.
Torres finished eighth in the
qualifying heat Thursday with a
13:42. The top runners advanced into the finals.
Jesse Stuart of Western and
Barry McClure of Middle
Tennessee both came through
with excellent performances.

Secretariat, putting on an .
doesn't know what to do. He is
one big mass of energy, always awesome show of speed, beat
ready and eager to run. Yes, I Sham a second time in the,
think be knows he is a cham- Preakness but cynics weren't
fully convinced.
pion. He is a ham.
Not even Mrs. Tweedy.
"All you have to do is click a
"I'm scared to death," she
camera and his ears will perk
up and he will strike up a pro- said shortly before Saturday's
file. You'd think he was in Hol- Belmont Stakes.
Ron Turcotte, the jockey, aplywood."
Secretariat is an animal of peared tense. The trainer, Luimposing physique. He stands cien Laurin, was nervous and
16 hands, 2. He has a phenome- his tension increased when Secnally large girth of 75se inches. retariat put on a burst of speed
He has the shoulders of an on the backstretch
"I thought he might be
equine weightliftter and his
chestnut skin—lighter than charging too early," Laurin
said.
red—glistens like glass.
But when Secretariat thunThere were doubts about him
when he was beaten in the dered down the stretch with
Wood Memorial, one of his those 25-foot strides turning the
three defeats, and whispers Belmont into two different
permeated his barn prior to the races, one of them a solo
against time, the trainer reKentucky Derby.
Yet he won in record Derby lazed.
"He'd have to fall on his face
time.
"I still don't think he ia a su- to lose now," he whispered in
per horse," Jimmy Jones said Mrs. Tweedy's ear.
Secretariat won in the record
grudgingly at the time. Jones
with his late father, saddled time of 2:24-23-6 seconds faseight Kentucky Derby winners, ter than the event had been run
including the last Triple Crown before.
Even Jimmy Jones was finalwinner, Citation, in 1948.
"There's something funny ly converted.
"I'll have to say he is a great
about him. His daddy, Bold
Ruler, was asthamtic and horse," the former Calumet
trainer conceded.
couldn't run for distance."

Weiskopf Tunes Up For
Open With Another Win

Stuart took second in the shot
put while McClure was second
in the triple Jump.
Emmett Briggs of Western
was fourth in the triple jump
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
while Chuck Eneix of Western Associated Press Sports Writer
was fourth in the discus.
PHILADELPHIA ( AP) —
Distance runner Nick Rose of Jack Nicklaus will be the favorWestern finished sixth in the ite in this week's U.S. Open,
three mile run.
but the hottest golfer enroute to
The only other man form the Oakmont Country Club today
Ohio Valley Conference to palce for America's most prestigious
was Eddy Leddy of East Ten- tournament has to be Tom
nessee. Leddy earned a sixth in Weiskopf.
The 30-year-old Weiskopf won
the 3,000 meter stepplechase.
the $150,000 Philadelphia Golf
Classic Sunday with a 14-underpar 274 for his third triumph on
the pro tour in the last four
he's played. The $30,045 first
prize boosted his earnings to
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS $151,867 for the year, and
NATIONAL LEAGUE
moved him ahead of Lee TreBATTING (115 at bats)—
Maddox, 6F, .352; Lopes, LA, vino into third place on the
346
money list.
RUNS—Bonds,
SF,
61;
Just to give you an idea of
W.Davis, LA, 41.
RUNS BATTED IN—Bench, the kind of golf the 6-foot-3
On, 48, Ferguson, LA, 46.
Weiskopf is playing, he has regHI TS—Borth,
SF,
113;
Fuentes, SF, 76
istered 17 straight rounds at
DOUBLES—Bonds, SF, 15;
par or less—four in the PhilaCardona', Oil, IS; TOvar, Phi,
delphia Classic at Whitemarsh
Ferguson,
LA,
14;
14;
W.Crewterd, 4-A, 14.---- Valley Country Club. He shot
TRIPLES—Metzger; Htn, I,
Sanguillen, Pah, 5; W.Dayis, 67-7145-71 over the 6,708-yard,
LA, 5; Maddest. SF, 5; Mat. par-72 course and won by four
Mews, SF, S.
strokes over upstart Jim BarHOME RUNS—Stargell, Pgh,
ber of Clearwater, Fla.
17; 44.Aaron, Atl, 15; Bonds,
SF, 15.
Nicklaus, the top money winSTOLEN
BASES—Morgan, ner and a four-time victor on
Cin, 27; Ceceen0, Him 20.
the tour this year, rallied from
PITOONG (6 Docislons)—
aiiiingnam, CM, 1.2, MO, 2.94; 10 strokes back at the start of
anoint, SF, 9-3, -750.2,27. _
NY, the last round to shoot a fiveSTRIKEOUTS—Seaver,
under-par 67 to finish at 280, six
95; Carlton, Phi, 91.
'AMERICAN LEAGUE
strokes off the pace.
BATTING (115 at bats)—
Nicklaus, golf's No. 1 player,
Blomberg, NY, .405; Kirkpatrick, KC, .339.
said he had accomplished what
RUNS—Mayberry, KC, 36;
he tried to do at Whitemarsh,
R.Jackson, Oak, 37.
hone his game on the unfamilRUNS BATTED 110—Mor
berry, KC, 56; R.Jackson, Oak, iar northern grass for this
47.
a
week's bash at Oakmont, near
HITS—Carew, Mtrr,---07—May.
berry, KG, 64; OHS, KC, 64.
Pittsburgh, where he won the
DOU BL ES—D.Allen, Chi, 14;
Kirkpatrick, KC, 12; Rola*, KC, Open in 1962 to trigger his fabulous career.
12; R.Jackson, Oak. 12.
TRtPLES—Carew, Min, 4;
Here are the top final scores
Bumbry, Bel, S.
and money winnings: Tom
HOME RUNS—D.Allen, Chi,
15; Mayberry, KC, 14..
Weiskopf
STOLEN
BASES—North,
$30,045
67-71-65-71-274
Oak. 16; Harper, Ban, 14.
Jim Barbee
PITCHING (6 Decisions)—
Holtzman, Oak, 11-3, .7$6, 1.50,
$17,126
65-67-76-70-278
Lee, Bat,, 7.2, .7711, 1.93.
Forrest Fezler
STRIKEOUTS—N.Ryan, Cif,
130; Singer, Cal, 105
$8,863
6847-72-72-279

Major League
Leaders

Johnny Miller
74-65-69-71-279
$8,863
John Schlee
7046-73-71-280
$5,202
Dave Eichelberger
15,202
72-71-70-87-280
Gay Brewer
$5,202
70-70-71-89-230
Jack Nicklaus
15,202
73-70-70-67-280
Miller Barber
$3,605
68-71-71-71-221
David Barber
$3,605
6947-73-73-281
Bruce Crampton
$3,605
71-73-67-70-281
Ken Still
$3,605
74-70-68-69— 281

Back On West Coast
LOS ANGELES ( AP ) — The
Dewar Cup, awarded for the
National Open soccer championship, is back on the West
('...qt for the first time since
1964.
Los Angeles Maccabee beat
Inter-Italia of Cleveland 5-3 on
Sunday to win the cup, first donated in 1912 by Sir Thomas Dewar of the Scotch distillery
family.

Wins At Ontario
TORONTO )AP) — Rafe
Botts, a 36-year-old veteran of
the U.S. pro tour, shot a oneover-par 71 to win the $16,000
Ontario Open Golf championship Stmay.
Botts, who finished with a
three-round total of 211, was
three strokes ahead of runnerup John Jacobs of San Diego
who carded a final-round 69 for
a 214.
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Consumers Of Foreign
Ways To Cool It On The Road Goods Should Be Aware

Pollution Reducers

checked regularly. Also match horsepower
ratings of your car to your needs. Don't
buy a high horsepower car for stop-and-go
city driving.
• Burn a fuel rated most efficient for
your car engine. Favor those developed to
reduce pollutstrie. Get an engine tune-up
every 10,000 miles or at least once a year.
Use a good grade motor oil and change oil
and air filters regularly.
• Install a litter bag inside your car.
Don't throw paper and other debris along
the highway. Picking up after you costs
money—yours.
• Help reduce noise pollution. Don't use
your horn unless safety dictates. Keep your
muffler and tail pipe repaired. (AN?)

It's soother sweltering day and you're
caught on the freeway, inching your way
fumes
home. Between the stagnant exhaust
and the blaring of horns of irritated drivers, you've about had it.
The noise and air pollution situation is no
fun for anyone, and the Army offers some
tips on how to get more out of life besides
hatred for other drivers.
• Don't drive a car when you don't have
to. Walk or bicycle. lea better for you too.
• Don't drive alone to work. Join a car
pool or take public transportation.
• When you start, avoid quick starts and
stops. Don't leave the engine running while
parked. Car exhaust is an air pollutant.
• Have anti-pollution devices on your ear

100th Army Reserve Division To
Go Into New Year With 'New Look'

By KAY BARTLETT
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK OAP — Consumers who insist on French
champagne, Iranian caviar and
Irish linen would be well advised to watch the' headlines
about the weakening dollar.
If, on the other hand, you
think domestic champagne is
pretty good, you don't have to
worry about any immediate im• tct on you. It also helps if you
are not planning on traveling
abroad or buying a wedding
ring or a foreign sports car.
Economists say the beating
the dollar is taking abroad will
produce negligible immediate
effect for most consumers.
Dr. Milton Friedman, University of Chicago economist, says
Americans tend to confuse the
beating the dollar takes with
the rise in the price of gold.
Americans will pay more for
gold jewelry and gold fillings
from the dentist.
They will pay more to travel
abroad, up to 20 per cent more
in Germany and 12 to 15 per
cent in France. However,
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American travelers seem to be
taking this in stride. American
Express, for: example, says its
reservations for trips to Europe
are slightly over last year.
But the number of foreigners
coming to America for a vacation is up dramatically. James
W. Thompson, manager of public relations for American Express, says the company has
2 times the number of
/
booked 31
tourists to the United States
this year as last.
-The dollar devaluation has a
hell of a lot to do with it," said
Thompson, since foreign tourists can get more for their
money in the United States
than ever before.
Foreign importers raised
their prices when the dollar
was devalued, but there seem
to be no plans for additional
hikes because of the current
battering the dollar is taking.
Friedman said the lack of
meetings by central bankers
and of calls for devaluation
showed that the system of floating exchange rates was working.

McClinton Is Second Black
To Discover Country Music
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) —
O. B. McClinton was about to
chuck his singing career out
the window when he discovered
country music.
"It never dawned on roe that
a black guy could be doing that
kind of music," said McClinton,
X, who converted from a soul
sound to become the second
black man to make it big in
country music.
"They ( audiences) didn't
know that I really had to put it
on thick to sound like soul,"
said McClinton, who grew up
on a Mississippi farm.
Although he's not Charley
Pride yet, one smash hit already has come his way and
another is on the horizon.
The former Air Force man
emerged high on the record
charts recently with "Don't Let
the Green Grass Fool You" and
his latest product — "My
Whole World is Falling Down"
— may rival his first hit.
Looking back six years ago
when he decided to stop singing
soul songs, McClinton recalled:
"I said,'Who cares what any
soul brothers think if I sing this
kind of music.' I tuned the
world out and I began to really
find inner satisfaction."
"If you tried to listen to me
sing rhythm and blues ... you
wouldn't think it was the same
Person."

that begged for a double
At the age of 22, McClinton dience
shows off his genuine
moved to Memphis — the mec- encore,
on stage. Conwhile
talent
artists.
blues
and
ca of rhythm
joking, and
prancing,
stantly
"My voice just didn't blend
McClinton admits he's
with that," he said. "It didn't singing
at his best before a live ausound good."
It took him years of struggle dience.
"I come out and be myself,"
to reach that conclusion. Tosaid. "I make the audience
he
the
McClinton's
day, however,
a real part of what I'm
feel
top artist on the country Enterdoing. The audiences don't like
prise label for Stax records.
is Top 40 sound"At the time it seemed so it if everything
button so that
push
and
ing
sterotyped, with super country
to stand back like
folks and bib overalls. Blacks they have
they're seeing a superstar."
just didn't identify with it."
"Country music fans are like
"I had just about given up
this: If they dig you, they'll
shows and buy
An Air Force friend of come to all your
if they don't
But
records.
your
McClinton's turned the tide
out."
when he made 0. B. listen to like you, they'll walk
future
his
about
Asked
some of Pride's music.
replied:
McClinton
"I said, 'Shucks, maybe this
"I'd really like to go into
is what God intended me to
dramatic roles, like actmore
a
carry
sing.' I knew I could
really a performer and
I'm
ing.
tune and put feeling in my muan entertainer."
sic.
2 more
/
"I give myself 21
"That's where I really found
years to reach what I think is
myself," he said.
in country music.
Do people often ask him what my potential
it then, I'll try
do
don't
I
If
in
and
It's like to be black
something else."
country music?.
"That's one of their favorite
questions," he replied.
"I tell them I like all music
but country music is the music
I relate to."
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Indiana, and Ken- training division to convert a
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The lllinois,
brigade from infatry to armor
tucky;.
100th Army Reserve Division
it is nearest to the Armor
since
Key personnel affected in the
with headqaurters in Louisville
Center at Ft. Knox.
B.
Frank
are
change
Colonel
year
fiscal
new
the
into
will go
"Our 3rd Brigade will be able
Stein and Colonel Owsley C.
with a "new look.
convert more rapidly than a
to
'fl "new look" is the result Costlow. GOL Stein, a sales
unit from another training
Louisville
the
an
for
STEADFAST,
supervisor
operation
of
he stated, and our
reorganization Gas and Electric Company, division,"
Army-wide
relationship with
working
close
program. Under this program goes from commander of the 4th
Ft. Knox will enable us to keep
seven of the thirteen training Brigade to Chief of Staff, 100th
COL up to date with the latest armor
divisions, including Kentucky's Division, replacing
and
training
techniques
100th Division, will undergo Costlow.
Costlow, personnel director operations.''
major changes.
A third change will see three
The most significant change with the R.L. White Printing
moved from different
units
will
with 100th is the elimination of Company in Louisville,
of the state to the Army
the 4th Brigade and the assume command of the new parts
A group of approximately 35
Reserve Center in Shelbyville.
They will be in Spartanburg
establishment of a Maneuver MTC.
musicians,
The
(Lexington),
singers,
student
Test
Section
Greenville, South Carolina,
and
change
missmajor
The other
Training Command. The
sponsors,
and
adult
Academy
technicians
the
Leadership
the Paducah concert,
before
ion of the 4th Brigade, com- within the division concerns the
and the Special accompanied by Dr. Billy and will be in Cincinnati the
posed of units in Frankfort, shift of missions of the 3rd (Louisville),
by Training Company (Paducah) James Hargis, will be in following night.
Shelbyville. and Louisville, was Brigade, commanded
will all be meeting at the Paducah, Monday, June 18,
All concerts are open to the
to conduct combat support Colonel Richard S. Webb. An
advanced individual training Shelbyville Reserve Center, representing American public
training for Army trainees.
is being renovated.
Christian College, Tulsa,
BUILD YOUR OWN HOME THE MILES WAY, HERE'S HOW .. . We furnish
The Maneuver Training unit with headquarters in which
Division
100th
and
promoting
the
year
Oklahoma,
Last
building materials and step by step instructions and easy pay plan and
will
precut
Brigade
Command's r MTC mission will Lexington, the 3rd
and plumbing and heating and wiring and paint and tile and bluetwo-week
threea
delivery
in
annual
its
patriotism
free
Christian
conducted
consist of planning and con- conduct armor training instead
good advice and some cash for your basement, too. We have
and
service
print
Ft.
at
unit
An
single
a
act Christian Musical,
ducting training tests and of advanced infantry training. training as
you need . . we're friendly people, too. So why pay rent?
everything
about
just
According to the commanding Polk, La. Due to the Evening With Billy James
exercises for the National
Our free home plan book tells you more.
and a diversified Hargis and His All-American
Guard, the active Army, and general of the 100th Division, reorganization
N.CATALOG ON MILES BUILD IT YOURSELF HOMET1
division will hold Kids-1473-74 Edition."
FPLEASE RUSH ME YOUR FREE
The Inter-American FounArmy Reserve units in a five- Major General J.B. Faulconer, mission, the
government
performance
different
in
three
Paducah
federal
training
its
a
The
dation,
logical
the
was
state area (Ohio, Michigan, the 100th
corporation, funded 14 pro)Addre•S
time periods this summer at Ft. will be at the Southland Baptist
Knox.
ects in Latin America for
Temple, Yarbro Lane, and will
City. State Zip
more than $2 million.
The first session, which will be a part of a surruner tour
They include a $124,850
run from July 1 to July 14, will aimed at acquainint America
grant to set up rural houseDivision with American Christian
the
include
wives' clubs in Tegucigalpa,
Headquarters, the Support College and its facilities, and
Honduras, and a $23,300 grant
Battalion, the id Brigade, the hoping to interest young people
15 E. Short, Lexington, Ky. 40507
to set up a cooperative orgaCommittee Group, and the in securing a Christian
There is a Miles local representative in your area
in
pickers
ruzation of trash
Reception Station.
education. The tour will include
SHORT ON CASH
Medellin, Colombia.
The 1st Brigade, the 3rd Oklahoma, Texas, Mississippi,
Brigade, and the Tran- Georgia, Kentucky, Maryland,
sportation platoon will attend Washington, D.C., Illinois,
during the dates of July 15-28. Iowa; two stops in Alabama,
Government report
The Division Band will have a South Carolina, Minnesota, and
training period that overlaps Michigan; five in Pennsylvania
: proves Datsun Saves!
the first two sessions and will and six in Ohio.
The. government's Environmental Protection Agency
train at Ft. Knox July 8-21.
concert program inThe
has run fuel economy tests on oll cars sold in the U.S
The newly formed Maneuver cludes
outstanding
The Dotsun 1200 came out on top, delivering better
Training Command has ten- arrangements of Christian
gas mileage than any other car sold in America '
tative training dates for the last hymns, patriotic and gospel
two weeks in August.
music in stereophonic sound by
the American Christian College
choir, which appears regularly
as the "All-American Kids" on
the nationally televised weekly
program "Billy James Hargis
and His-All -American Kids."
serves as
_ James Hill, Conservative Dr. Hargis, who
American
. delegate to the European Par- president of
liament, announced recently ChristianCollege, will bring a
in Strasbourg that motorists short address during the
presentation.
in Britain and other Common
The choir Is made up of
Market countries won't have
to take psychological tests be- students from 19 states. After
fore being allowed to drive. auditions at the beginning of
Ii, 'i 1.411144
eCdonservative group has each school year, twenty-four
1:
INSUREDJ
plans by the Euro- students are selected for the
op
pean Commission to subject touring concert choir. They
motorists to "psychotechnical serve on a year-round basis and
examination." /14
are awarded full tuition
scholarships plus room and
board. It is one of the most
popular student activities and
'LUXURY
competition for places in the
• Whitewalls and deluxe wheel covers
choir is keen. This results in an
• Fully reclining bucket seats
choir—talentextraordinary
• Tinted glass
„
wise, performance-wise and
• Rear window defroster
character-wise.
• Custom vinyl interior
The choir is under the
E
l•ERFORMANC
direction of Robert E. Goodwin.
• New•I800 cc overhead cam
Ray Elmore is accompanist.
• New power-assiM iront dist hrakoa
Both are regular performers on
• New rugged unibody 4011.AI:ram
the television series and are
AVM••••••..
members of the American
Christian College music faculty.
In addition to the touring
choir, American Christian
College also sponsors a summer
extension of the college, The
Summit, located in Manitou
Springs, Colorado, with David
Noebel of the college faculty
Our Datsun 1200 Sport Coupe gets
serving as dean and Dr. Hargis
around 30 miles per ga1lor4 over twice
as president.

Oklahoma Singers To Be
In Concert At Paducah
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up performance,

EEC drivers wait
mad mental tests
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EDERAL SAVINGS-& LOA
7th and Main
Phone
753-7921

Try either of these

Datsun 610.

MONDAY • TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

Drycleaning SPECIAL
SPORT COATS

lPIECE
PLAIN

DRESSES

any 2 for

00c

.

DRAPE
CLEANING
SPECIAL
Unlined
per pleat

• 20t
'25t per
14

•
•

Lined
pleat
All month long!
Decorator Pleats Extra

One HOUR cLeaneRs
Central Shopping Center
Open 7 am.-

p.m. Monday-Saturday

LOSE WEIGHT
THIS WEEK
The Ckfrinex Plan can help you
become the slim trim pertn that you
would like to be.()dime* regs been used
successfully by thousands all over the
country tor 14 yeas. Get rid of excess
fat and live longer
dari and easily
Odrinex is a tiny labl
mous drugs
swallowed Contains m
No starving. No speci
exercises
Odrinex Plan. cpsts 33:2Sond the large
economy size,$5 25
You must lose ugly tat or your
money will be refunded No questions
asked Accept no substitutes Sold with
this guarantee by

Phone 1539084

KNITS should be DRYCLEANED by PROFESSIONALS

Datsun1200

the national average. It's d:hice, spoity
way to save money! Standard features
include reclining front buckets, safety
front disc brakes, 4-speed slick, tinted
glass, whitewalls and more. Save with a
Datsun Sport Coupe! Drive a Datsun
then decide.

BATS
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MURRAY DATSUN, Inc.
So. 12th St.

Central Shepping Center
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Fisher-Price Adds On
To East Aurora Plant

myself,"
audience
what Fni
don't like
p 40 sounds() that
back like
rstar."
ns are like
ou, they'll
ws and buy
they don't
out.
future,

Fisher-Price Toys broke
ground May 31 on an 18,000
square foot addition to existing
research and development
facilities, roughly doubling the
size of the present complex
adjacent to the company's East
Aurora plant.

38 ft. X 218 ft., connected to the
main complex by a vestibule.
Research and development at
Fisher-Price was initiated as a
Some tricky circumstances to
Look in the section in which
separate and exclusive function
with the construction of a 7,200 your birthday comes and find handle: Don't leave anything to
square foot. building in 1960. what your outlook is, according chance. Look for some unexpected — and pleasant — news
These facilities were ex- to the stars.
in a personal matter.
ARIES
panded by 5,600 square feet. in (Mar.
Estimated construction cost
21 to Apr. 20)
Some unexpected situations SAGITTARIUS
is 8500,000. Henrich Con- 1968.
"This expansion is indicative could throw you off the track, ( Nov. 23 to Dec, 21)
struction Inc. of Buffalo is the
of the continuing growth of the cause confusion or misunTight spots need not disturb
contractor.
company," said Harvey W. derstanding: Be alert. Also, you. If you flare up, you may
The proposed addition will Busch, vice president of avoid impulsiveness in word or lose composure, set yourself
provide office space for planning and information speech.
back quite a bit. Discretion!
designers and enlarged quar- systems. "It will enable R & D TAURUS
CAPRICORN
ters for prototype construction to keep pace with the growth ( Apr. 21 to May 21)
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Via
work and
machine ex- and implement long-range
Don't rest on past laurels
A friendly Venus indicates
perimentation.
programs vital to the success of that you could now strive for a now. So much good and so much
Some 70 engineers, artist, overall operations."
higher goal. You may have to progress is in store that it would
designers and support staff are
Fisher-Price Toys is a take a different route to achieve be foolhardy to let down in efnow housed in the research and Division of The, Quaker Oats it, but the new road could be a fort.
AQUARIUS
development building. New Company with headquarters in better one.
I,Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
facilities will enable Fisher- East Aurora. The world's GEMINI
Remain your inborn opPrice to add approximately 70 largest manufacturer of (May 22 to June 21)
Recipe for dealing with the timistic self as you wade
new people to the R & D. staff preschool toys, the company
competition you'll now en- through weighty matters,
over the next several years.
employs some 4500 in three
counter: Deftly meet punch complicated issues or just plain
Planned is a two-story wing, Western New York plants.
with punch, talent with talent tasks. Time is very much on
your side now.
CANCER
PISCES
(June 22 to July 23)
Here is a splendid day for (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Radiant Colors for
A distant goal now seems to
handling both routine matters
Discriminating Women!
and extraordinary projects. be within reach. Press on, and
New advances indicated in don't let others discourage you.
certain ventures which have
YOU BORN TODAY are one
In Exciting Combinations with
recently been stymied.
of Gemini's deepest thinkers,
LEO
are philosophical by nature and
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Single-handedly you can far more patient than most of
Come in and see our up to date
Institute improvements in many those born under your Sign.
collection of brilliant tashlons
areas, tie up loose ends and plan Unlike these, once you have
new undertakings, but minor started a project, you are
matters may tend to dislurb: content to wait things out, not
dropping everything imDon't let them.
pulsively just to try something
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IIPk.A. different. Like most Gerninians,
Some persons may act in a however, you have been enmanner not fully anticipated. dowed with the gift of words and
Do not let this throw you off would make an outstanding
balance or ruin your innately writer, journalist, linguist,
advertising and promotional
serene disposition.
expert, educator or publisher.
LIBRA
You are imaginative and in(Sept 24 to Oct. 23) —
If any of your plans have been ventive; may finish in a blase of
blocked lately, THIS is the time glory projects others have given
to try again. Study new trends up as unproductive. If attracted
as you will soon play an active to the business world, you would
role in an unexpected situation. make a successful merchant,
financier, consultant in a large
SCORPIO
organization. Birthdate of: Sir
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Anthony
Eden,
British
statesman.

Central Shopping Center - Hwy. 641 N. Murray, Ky.
9.9 Mon.-Sat.1-6 Sunday

ROD & REEL COMBINATION
*Medium Action Rod — Heavy Duty Reel

Reg. '24.97

GENUINE DIAMONDS

Draws Crowd

might have a rec vehicle you want
to replace or you're planning to buy one. Like a
camper. Boat and trailer. Or some other expensive recreational equipment.
And that tells us you have a car. You've been
making regular payments. You're a person of
your word.
Beautiful! We want to finance anything you
can hitch your car to. Phone us and apply. You'll
like.our people-to-people service, where you're
always !slumber One.
---It means you

LEXINGTON, Ky.—A conference "basically to improve
blasters' knowledge of what's
going on in the field" drew more
than 200 participants here
recently.
Experts in the industry from
throughout the United States
presented the latest information
on blasting. Topics included
urban blasting, power company
activities and services, blasting
techniques, urban structure
demolition, drill mechanics,
primers and priming, safety
schools, vibration instruments,
vibration control, and vibration
services.
"We aren't emphasizing
regulations. We're really intent
upon improving blasters and
getting them information on
new products," said D.T.
Froedge, director of the
Division of Explosives and
Blasting, which conducted the
conference.
It was the first such project
since the cferLsion's establishment on June 1, 1972 as part of
the state Department of Mines
and Minerals.
Participants included mine
operators, mine safety experts,
blasters and contractors.
Companies which
participated in the program also
exhibited their products and
equipment.

SPECIAL OFFER
1 WED ONLY

10,000-I.U. of Vitamin E
in a base of Organic
Wheat Germ Oil. Excellent as a Dietary Supplement or as a Beauty
Aid—Skin takes on a
New Tone after a few
Treatments.

4 oz. Size
Reg.$20 Value
NOW!$1.99 ea.
OR ANY OF THESE OTHER
FINE VITAMIN[COSMETICS.
1. 4 oz. V.E. Shampoo &
Scalp Conditioner. 5000 I 11
2. 4 oz. V.E. Moisturizing
Base Liquid Creme. 1000
3. 4 oz. YE. Sun Tan Lotion
Lemon Scented. 5000 I.0
4. 4 at. Liquid Body L Face
Soap. It's Great. 4000 I U.
5 4 or. Of Our Great VI.
Oil. Good Results ionool U.
Special For Mail Order CusOnly $1.99 ea.
tomers.
Order $1000 Worth And Get
Bonus Choice of Any One
Item FREE.
Mail Cash, Check of
M.O. No C.O.D. Add Tax
And 25c For Postage

LAZAR-SCOTT CO.
79051
/
2Blackburn Avenue
Los Angeles, Cal. 90048

Fast Print Copy Center
(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
A DIVISION OF VeINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES, INC

WHILE-YOU -WAIT
PRINTING

AND

DUPLICATING

L

Loans and financing in any amount up to
$7,500, including loans on real estate

CRED/Z

RIFT

OFA,WA'RIC

Open Fridays until 6:00 P.M.
In Bel-Air Center
Ross Wilder, Mgr..

'
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504-e MAIN STREET — PHONE 153-4442
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KEYSTONE 60 SECOND

EVERFLASH CAMERA
Never needs flashcubes!
Uses Color or Black & White Film

TYPE 108

FILM
1Cold color pack film
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Wranglers Camp Opens In Lick
Valley Area For The Horsemen
The Memorial Day weekend
brought a western flavor to the
Land Between the Lakes as
approximately 125 horsemen
gathered at the newly opened
Wranglers Camp in the Lick
Creek Valley near Lake
- • -- •- -Barkley. -The camp, one of the many
recreational facilities
developed by the TVA on the
170,000-acre peninsula between
Kentucky Lake and Lake
Barkley, was established in the
interest of horsemen and the
riding clubs they represent.
Any horse club or group may
camp here, on a reservation
basis, free *of charge. Sanitary
facilities and campgrounds are
available.
A majority of the riders last
weekend were from the local
club in Murray; however, there
were representatives from
Kentucky and
throughout
Tennessee.
Marked by their boots, cuffed

Karate Is
Popular In
Michigtn-

By ANN HENCKEN
Associated Press Writer

jeans and hats the horsemen
enjoyed the many miles of old
logging roads and trails circling
in and around the camp area.
Midway through their first
ride on Saturday, May 26, a
pattern was established that
was to .remaih constant
throughout much of the threeday event. Forty-six riders and
horses were drenched in a
rainstorm and were forced to
MEMBERS OF one family prepare breakfast at the newly
return to the camp. The hor- opened Wranglers Camp in Lick Creek Valle) near Lake Barkley.
semen sought shelter in barns,
in tents, and some of them in
their not so western campers
and trucks.
Gary Wicker, of Murray, who
i
served as spokesman of the
group, said that this was the
first time bad weather had
hindered the event or even
decreased their riding time.
The weekend was not a loss,
however, because any time over
a hundred horsemen get
together in a natural outdoor
environment where a campfire
is their stove and the forest is
their home, good times are
prevalent. No one really suffered, and the talk seemed to be
typical of so many Memorial
HORSES ARE shown grazing at the Wranglers Camp for
Day campers in that "the
which opened Memorial Day weekend near Lake
weather will be better next horsemen
Barkley.
said.
Wicker
time,"

GRAND RAPIDS Mich.
( AP)—If you are a practicing,
card-carrying bully, make sure
you know who to pick on and
who not to these days. You just
might end up with a fat lip or
broken bones if you happen to
pick on one of Jim McCune's
youngsters.
Twice a week 15 youngsters
in Grand Rapids put on their
white uniforms, take off their
shoes and begin practicing
kicks and punches as they
learn karate at McCune's
school of self-defense.
McCune, 24, opened his
school about three months ago,
and so far is the only one in
Grand Rapids offering classes
in self-defense to youngsters of
pre-school age.
Karate, McCune explains,
started in 500 A.D. when an 130year-old Buddhist monk from
India cross the Himalayas into
China to spread Buddism. Because of the discipline involved
with Buddhism—the doctrine of
inseperability of mind and
body—the monk was able to develop some of the most formidable fighters in China.
McCune teaches his children's class to avoid physical
confrontations He tells them
that they should do everything
possible to avoid a fight because karate teaches self-discipline and confidence.
To illustrate this, McCune
tells of a boy who had a problem with. some older boys in
the neighborhood. They would
frequently chase him home.
-He'd only been in the class
about a week," McCune said,
-and didn't know a thing about
fighting. But one day when they
started to chase him, he just
stopped and faced them. There
wasn't any light and they actually became friends. It just
took confidence."
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Eat Maims* All Yaw Weed
Better yet you can still eat at
most as rench as you want of
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And you Intl contense to lose
weigh t Full *money back guarantee
- The use ol prunes as prescribed
Co the plan, wilt. &limos.% natural
action. act to hens your body keep
balance thru the entire tome you
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NEW YORK (AP) — Clothes
are bigger looking for fall.
Coats are often generously
cut. One of the smoothest big
coats of the season is Geoffrey
I3eene's mushroom doublefaced wool. It's buttonless and
full-backed. Tbe 63.000 evening
version is white cashmere, to
the floor.
"The whole attitude is that a
woman should be as comfortable at night as she is in the
morning," said Beene after
Wednesday's showing.

When he does go for a narrower look, it's an unbelted dark
blue shirt dress with a tiger on
the back or a silver lame dress,
traced with a rhinestone but-
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is as near as your telephone
For prompt attention and the best
in proven bulls, call your nearby
KABA technician

J. C. Kemp
KABA Technician
Phone Murray 753-2984
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KAEILA
service

His big evening clothes include a full-skirted brown shirt
dress and a full-sleeved silver
lame tea gown. The soft silk
evening pants are gently
pleated at the waist.

0•
•

terfly at the neck.
His day clothes were low
slung with tunic tops and hipbelted silhouettes.
Designer Stephen Burrows's
clothes did a lot of figure revealing in his own crazy quilt
colors. But chiffons were often
layered in tiers for a generous
feeling in the fabric.
High stepping models whizzed
exuberantly by the audience in
blue, red and brown pajamas
or pale strawberry one-shouldered dresses.

Beene has plunged further
into the soft look, with a series
of loosely belted cashmere
dresses. He has moved further
from his more constructed
clothes. There are few rib-cagehugging dresses.

•
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All Purpose
Lotion

Pocket Instamatic 20

'I

lei

Refills available
in Regular, Menthol or
Lemon-Lime.

Model No. 100838

Dad will
really love it!

'I

$1488

KODAK

III

Give Dad a Camera for a gift he

$388

will remember a lifetime.

iii

6.50 Value

Note/co®

MEN'S

Model

LEATHER TRAVEL
KITS by Amity

war.

Say-Rifeas Low Price
For a care-free shave for
Dear Old Dad!
53595 Value

'2995 Value

$2288

Many Colors and Styles to Choose From!

MEN'S SHAVING
GIFT SETS

BEAUTIFUL
FATHER'S DAY CARDS,
Table Decorations and Gift Wrappings

1/2 PRICE
Your
Choice

HAI KARATE

by Laurel Cards. Everything to make the
NI

Value

$ 1995

Low Price

Triple
Header

VIP 40

Just right for Dear Old Dad!

Say-Rite's Low,

A

BRUT SPLASH-ON

day perfect for Dear Old Dad!! Also Gifts,

She will be happy to help you select.

55.50
Value

Values to '20.00

British Sterling

All Reduced!
ORIGINAL
3 PRICE
1/

K Cards, Table Decorations for that ShoWer'or
i
Birthday Party. Ask one of our Friendly Clerks,

Prunes rye quick ntal energy
which is crucel in any den_ No
tired. dragged-out freelang as v”th
other d sets
Those who follow the seriple
plan •ractfy as directed report
an important loss within the 1st
10 days Starting from the day
they begin the dad There rs usu
ally no weight loss hoe the first 4
days. but sudilenty on the Slh day
you can expect a substannal drop
in weight and then a steady no
ticeable drop every few days until
proper weight is obtained

1

sa

7 ace
I:::"1.

Bel Air Shopping Center

III

THE SUCCESS11.11. DIET
FOR ACTIVE PEOPLE
LOS ANGF_LES (Special) — One
of the most 8...portant key health
foods known to wen neglected
and overlooked by all but a sri,sti
percentage who know the It, E n
ergy value of prunes Innen, da•
if V•1. Heavy abuniance al Vgarn,r.
for quick energy 100% degiestsbe
for all ages."Thes diet plan wort,
wonders for men. women,
without pills, drugs or exercise

•MEM ---=

who don't really would like to
but can't because they need
car in their work, said Mrs. DeWilde. She reported that seven
employes collect the free parking—a sizable item in a city
where downtown rates can run
$2.50 to $3 and up on a daily
basis. The firm pays $25 a
The mortgage banking firm month under a package deal
of Walker & Dunlop of Wash- with an adjacent lot, Mrs. Deington posed those questions to Wilde added.
employes last fall. So far, it reThe trading stamps cost $135
ports, more than half are col- a month.
lecting the bonus.
Carol Church is typical of
The idea, of course, is to cut
those in the plan. She diove to
down on auto pollution by cutwork alone for 10 years. Every
ting down on auto usage.
now and then she'd try the bus
A District of Columbia pro- and give up in despair over the
posal to charge a $1 daily tax 40 minutes needed to travel the
on each auto in a parking lot two miles from her home.
sparked the car-pool plan.
Walking wasn't the answer and
"In the process of opposing bicycling "proved just too hazthat proposal we decided that ardous in all that traffic."
business people had to think up
The offer of free parking set
other solutions for the down- her to looking for co-workers
town parking and air pollution who lived nearby. She found
company
problems," said
one, who now collects the tradspokesman Moira DeWilde.
ing stamps. She also found that
The $1 tax failed to pass but the slight detour to pick up her
the car-pool plan kept building. passenger cut her driving time
Of the firm's 90 employes, 51 slightly—to less than 20 minnow participate. Some of those utes.

By JAMES E. WALTERS
Associated Press Writer
—
( API
WASHINGTON
Would free parking prod you
into organizing a car pool to
work? How about a book of
trading stamps each month for
riding in a car pool--or walking
or bicycling to work?

III

PRUNE
ENERGY
DIET

CALIFORNIA PRUNE
2 BLACKBURN AVE
1
7905/
L OS ANGE IFS, CAI 90048

Bonus Given For Those Clothes Bigger Forfall
Who Cut Down Auto Usage

Ale

Gift Sets for Men
Beautiful Silver Bottle
with a Great Odor for Men!
A

$388
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e low
d hipows's
e rey quilt
often
nerous

Illette

GOLDEN

•12/32" Tread Depth
•4 Ply Polyester Cord

GILLETTE EXECUTIVE PREMIUM *BIRTIIDA V SPECIAL
• Englasern1inf1l4V-Iireel
• 4-Ply Nylon Cord 12/32"
• Cool haling, Long Wearing
• Extremely Quiet
• Ootstaading Control
ONE LOW PRICE IN
EACH GROUP
FITS
735-74/E78-74
775-14/F78-14
825-14/G78-74
825-15/G78-15

•78 Series Design
• White Sidewall

C78-73 $79.75*
C78-14 79.75
E78-74 20.65
F78-74 27.55
G78-14 22.45
H78-74 23.35
G78-75 22.45
H78-75 23.35
J78-75
24.25
L78-15
25.75

hone
best
arby

FITS

A

ill
HI

H'

Low, Low, Price-ouR

HI
III

WAY OF SAYING THANKS
ON OUR 20th BIRTHDAY!

tit
III
111
Sal

III
HM

•

*ALL TIRES PRICES PLUS F.E.T.
7.93-3.77 AND
TIRE OFF THE CAR.

I iii

855-74/H78-74
855-15/H78-15
885-74/J78-14
885-75/J7375
900-75/L78-75

Premium designehon relates to the privets
st•ndards of the marketer No industry
standard rernsts

Gillette WIDE, WIDE
Sprint GT-60

RAYON BELTED

ill
III

•Up to 91/2 Wide
•12/32' Tread Depth

Gillette Kodiak Stee Belted Radial
The Latest and Greatest
"Bear For Wear"

•Rayon Belt
•Nylon Cord Body

III
III

•60 Series Design

Not just one but two belts of steel
cord. Not on top of but between
two polyester cord plies.

•Raised White Letters
II'

III
ill
111
DI
HI

F60-74
H60-74
F60-15
H6015

I"
ue
III

Ill
III
111
UI
Ill
Its

‘5.05*

39.55
35.05
39.55

Any Shea

Listed

70 series design
Fiberglass belted
Raised white letters

for Plus Mileage

A70-73

'22.45*

78 Series Design

F70-74

28.75

G70-74
G70-75
H70-75

30.55
30.55
32.35

13-32 Tread Depth

HI
III
Ill

*G784
*1178-14

Two Inserted Steel Belts

Tires

BOYS-GIRLS-MAYBE A

!I!

* F78-14

For -

SET FOR YOUR BIRTHDAY!

!
!
l
II,
Ill

Ill
III
III
111

III

ET MAG3
ial

glaPit
i
MULTI-STYLE

!!
II
II

CHROME
WHEEL

III
C.

111
ALSO AVAILABLE

III

•111
IlI

SIZES UP TO 75x70
AT COMPARABLE
LOW PRICES

I.

11

HI

SI

P!

CHECK EWING'S WHEEL
DEAL 74x6
Complete with center and
lug nuts.

14)(7
Complete with center
and lug nuts.

995

ALSO AVAILABLE
SIZE UP TO 15100
AT COMPARABLE
LOW PRICES

No Money Down-No Finance Charge FREE Refreshments- Be sure to stop
and have a Free Coke on us!
6 Months To Pay WITH APPROVED CREDIT

by

Ill
III

808 Coldwater Road
IC.8 IR.

Near 5 Points

Phone 753-3164
\ Murray, Ky.

IT'S EASY
To Place Your
Ledger & Times...

WANT-ADS
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

WANTED EXPERIENCED
painter, steady work. For inJ13C
terview phone 753-5287.

Top
Commissions
Experienced life and health
agents

Help Wanted

If you are interested in
making money! Check
these 10 reasons to see me

4 Waitresses and pizza
makers, employment for
day or night shift.

Hospital policies to any
age
Most pre-existing con2
ditions covered
3 Complete life line
4 3 to 6 leads daily
5 Leads at no cost to you.
6 Commissions paid daily.
7 Commission plus bonus on
sales
Vested renewals when
II
qualified
group
and
Life
9
hospitalization to agents
and managers.
10 MOst important, we need
management personnel for
our expanding program
For confidential interview
call Frank Lax, or Charles
Byrd at the Holiday Inn,
Phone 753-5906 9-12 a m , 1Tuesday or Wedp m
nesday.
1

WANTED

Industrial Maintenance Personnel
ELECTRICIANS
MECHANICS (Industrial)
MACHINISTS
INSTRUMENT MECHANICS
WELDER-PIPEFITTERS
Excellent Fringe Benefits-Hospitalization,
Retirement, Paid Holidays (10), and Vacation

Phone 753-2915

For Interview, phone or write:

00 weekly possible addressing
all for forms. Begin Immediately. Details send stamped,
addressed envelope. Creative
Enterprises, Box 2683, Corpus
J13C
Christi, Texas 78403

EMPLOYMENT MANAGER
General Tire & Rubber Company
P.O. Box 329
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
Phone: 247-6730 Ext. 237

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
LINGL CORP. has opening for
beginner electrician who is free
to travel to Germany for intensive 2 year training program.
Upon returning will work as
electrician
installation
throughout the United States and
Canada. Apply in writing to Joe
Belger, Box 1059, Paris, Tenn.
J11C
38242.

753-1916

Pfila
001111flonsugivii

solgialroani
illi11111 illNI

0

An Equal Opportunity Employer
FEMALE HELP WANTED
Mature young woman with pleasing personality who is
25-40 years of age, for full time sales work. Must be permanent resident, neat, willing to learn and free to work.
FREE TO WORK.
No phone calls please. Do not apply unless above
requirements are met.
Apply in person at

INSURANCE SALESMAN
Need two men or women in
your area to help me
service our present clients
full or part time. Commission plus renewals and
bonus. For full information
and personal interview
write to or phone:
Mr. John W. Isbell
Pyramid Life Inc. Co.
Box 442
Fulton, Ky. 42841
Phone 4724925

PEANUTS

iiii-oram4
t
AzIRMINEI
01/1111111in
OffillOW111
Illignal

DRIVE IN-come in fast food
service restaurant in southeast
Mo, city, assume lease, buy
stock. Sales over $5000. per
month contact Byerfinder
ITC
System,Sikeston, Mo.

HELP WANTED

General Tire - Mayfield Plant

Pagliais Pizza

in our Classified Section

Sammon's Bakery
Between 3:00-5:00 p.m.

EMPLOYMENT
Large independent oil co. needs manager for service
station in Murray. Station strictly gasoline pumper & little
physical labor involved. Must be good character, bondable, and financially responsible. Also need attendant
to work one shift and part time man,2 days per week Will
consider leasing to proper individual.

Call 901-885-0253
or write P.O. Box 476 Union City, Tenn.

TO Sal

SALES POSITIONS
With a Present and a Future!
3 MEN-EXCEPT1ONAL OPPORTUNITY
Average Over $200.00 Per Week
To qualify_ Must have car Good educational and character
background Bondable, local areas Must be aggressive, alert,
highly sociable, ambitious and responsible

jragralll

ornIKIEN1161

11

If you are selected, YOUR FUTURE IS SECURE'
You will be given a complete two week Sales training program
ri Nashville-expense paid .then be guaranteed a minimum
of 5.800 to start while being trained in the field

FOOD

Our salesmen are given every opportunity for advancement
to key management positions.

YOUR LIFE
Equal Opportunity Company
Call for appointment NOW! Mon. & Tues.,
June 11 & 12,9 a.m. to6 p.m.
THIS

RD

ISA Mom,

PHONE CALL CAN CHANGE

Les Morris - 502-443-8751

RENT

01.141111ra

BEATLE BAILEY .
I/au
'
THIS iS .7-4E AToMic VI-15TEN,
STILL NEED
A&E, SARSE. Noi.i-1-,
THEM IN
DO WE 9Tru.. NEED
LiMiTED
FOSHOLE6r
WARS

Cc,

THE PHANTOM
IN iNg ANCIENT ToRrultE
coirpo4
CHMISIR
ThIS
WAEN'T HERE OW MtIASI
WHAT'S TF119r-

THE CACTI
HARefOR

Pu#15 - - 514/0 re:
Mf YRF

LW ABNER
THE LAST OF THE.
GOVERNMENTS
3 MILIJON WE
SPENT ON
CONSULTANT
FEES-

((/
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fo,
'
ark,

MASS
SMART.'.'
WHO WSTH
CONSULTANTS?
Qs'

WHAT
wAS
TH'
:RESULT2

1

crd rr2
LI fiery 3
cARL.

1,

ME-M'/ wiFE-MY
BROTHER-IN-LAW,
i-iis-Ae.ovE AND
HIS GIRL FRIEND

iskt
6--/z

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at . . .
LOST & FOUND

FOR RENT

LOST MALE beagle in vicinity of
Coles crossing and Almo Heights.
Reward. Phone 753-1716 or 753J11C
5322.

TWO BEDROOM trailer, with air
conditioner, carpeting and
washer. Couples preferred.
J13C
_Phone 753-7920.

FOUND COON dog, black and
tan. Found in vicinity of Clarks
River Bottom. For more inphone
376-5502,
formation
J13C
Wingo.

HOUSE TRAILER, 12' wide, air
conditioned, furnished. Near
university. Phone 753-3895 or 753J13C
3482.

7534916
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

WANT

FOR SALE
4'x8'

PANELING

Slightly
Damaged

$ 99
A

WANT TC
furnished
location fo
753-5945 aft

sheet
ALT'

lx10 CHANNEL

RUSTIC CEDAR SIDING
$3250

FURNISHED ONE bedroom, air
conditioned apartment, utilities
per 100
TWO BEDROOM brick duplex, paid. No pets. Couples preferred
J12C
carpeted, and air conditioning, Phone 753-3143.
deposit required. $95.00 per
FOR SALE
month. Phone 753-5421 after 5:00
JIIC
p.m.
1972 S1,70 Motorcycle. Good
FURNISHED HOUSE in Murray. condition. Phone 753-0814. J1INC
Three bedrooms, two baths,
Hwy. 641 North - Benton, Ky.
living room, dining room, family DUNE BUGGY, metallic green.
room, kitchen. $250.00 per month. Mag wheels. Must sell, $850.00. If
Phone 527-2871
Central heat and air, attached interested phone 753-3734 or 436garage. One year lease begin- 2348.
J13C
ning August 1, 1973 or September
JAC 24' PONTOON boat, 75 H.P. 21" MOWER BRIGGS & Stratton CONCRETE STEPPING stones
1,1973 Phone 7534646.
and concrete splash blocks.
Johnson, fully carpeted, leather engine, $49.88. 5 H.P. tiller,
Lumber Company, 104
FIVE ROOM furnished apart- covered cushion seats. Electric Briggs & Stratton engine with Murray
J13C
Maple
Street.
1614
at
conditioned
ment, air
start, teleflex cable steering. Can power reverse, $147.88. 5 H.P.
J11C be seen at Ken Lake boat dock. riding mower, Briggs & Stratton
Main. Phone 753-3106.
PROBLEM? Get
Call Jerry McCoy 492-8837. engine, $258.95. 7 H.P. riding SIREPING
for a safe night's
Tablets
Snoozer
unbath
and
J13C mower, Briggs & Stratton engine,
THREE ROOM
cents. Holland
98
Only
sleep.
furnished apartment, $45.00 per
$323.95. 7 H.P. mower, electric
J11P COLONIAL COUCH and rocker; start, Briggs & Stratton engine, Drug Store, 109 South 4th. J13C
month. Phone 753-2818.
dough box; coffee table; Also $399.95. Roby Sales, Highway 68,
June 11C
SLEEPING ROOMS for boys or bronzetone dinette set. All in A-1 Benton, Ky.
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
girls 1510 Story Ave. Phone 753- Condition. Best offer. Phone 753hearing aid batteries for all make
J14C
1718.
J11C
0309.
KENMORE AUTOMATIC hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. JlIC
washer and dryer. Good conFOUR ROOM furnished apart65-70 dition. $50.00 each. Phone 753- BRACE yourself for a thrill the
racks,
cattle
SET
ONE
Private.
ment,couples preferred.
J11P first time you use Blue Lustre to
International pickup, 8' bed. 2659.
Nice quiet neighborhood. Phone
clean rugs. Rent electric
Registered Irish setter, 18
J11C
753-4591.
months old, partially trained. 1972 BASS boat, new Paris Line shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik Market,
J16C
Also one rubber tired heavy duty tilt trailer, 50 H.P. Mercury Five Points.
SLEEPING ROOMS for men,
grain'wage, capacity 150 motor. Completely equipped with
air
entrance,
furnished, private
328trolling motor and depth finder. REDUCE SAFE & fast with
refrigerator. bushels. Phone Sedalia
conditioned,
J11P $1450.00. Phone 753.4809, ask for GoBese Tablets &E-Vap "water
8275.
Zimmerman Apartments, South
J11C pills" Holland Drug Store, 109
Ken.
June 12c,
16th. Phone 753-8609.
J13C
South 4th.
SEAMLESS GUTTERING, white
needs
never
finish,
enamel
unfurnished
suite, Nine
FURNISHED OR
ROOM
LIVING
Horseposer
garden
Phone
apartment, two bedrooms, fully painting. Free estimate.
Mediterranean style. Six piece
Gutter
two trailers, dozer-blade,
tractor,
Atkins
753-8992.
or
753-8407
Phone
now.
Available
piece
carpeted.
dining room suite. Five
flat bed
July 10C
June 12C Service, Murray.
suite. $350.000 27 feet by 8 feet
bedroom
753-4331.
master
trailer, with dual axels, $300.00.
bedroom
Maple
Refrigerator.
FOUR PIECE living room
13 foot travel-trailer $450.00.
TWO BEDROOM duplex, 1716 sectional, brown nylon, freeze suite. All 9 months old. Paid
J16C
436-2196.
Phone
Wells Extended with stove, and brass ferrule legs. Real good $2,000.00, will take best offer.
refrigerator, air conditioner. condition. Phone 753-6873. J11C Must sell by Friday. 900 North
J12C Hit the Road in the all new '73
18th.
$125.00 per month, with $50.00
deposit. Inquire at 1714 Wells'STARCRAFT STARMASTER 8
Shasta or Golden Falcon
J13C camper, excellent condition.
Extended.
Travel Trailers
KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag
Includes stove, sink, ice box, rug specialist that adjusts to any
Starcraft Tent Campers
TWO APARTMENTS. One nicely heater, spare tire, step, etc carpet. New and used vacuums
also LaPaCo Truck Toppers
J11C
furnished, air conditioned. $50.00 Phone 753-2443.
For demonstration 24" all aluminum-$200.00
for sale.
per month. One unfurnished.
phone Mike Hutchens, your local Sturdi-House Utility Blandings
Phone 436-2323 or 436-2427. J13C FRIGIDAIRE FREEZER, frost Kirby distributor. 753-0752 or 753all sizes-full stock-no
free, 14 cubic foot; refrigerator; 0359.
June 23C
foundation required.
40" gas cooking range-white; 30"
S,
APARTMENT
FURNISHED
range, turquoise; gas cir- 8' OVERHEAD garage door. Check with us before buying.
living room, kitchen, bedroom gas
We will NOT be undersold.
beater; old antique high Good condition. Phone 753culating
and shower and bath. One or two
matching
with
bed
J13C
4410.
Gillespie Motor Co.
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- headboard
antique spool leg table;
ments, South 16th Street, 753- dresser;
E. Wood St.
needle sewing TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A.
June 15C Singer straight
E609.
Paris, Tenn.
machine; other items too Edison air conditioners. 10,000
Phone 901-642-1751
numerous to mention. Phone 753- BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00.
J13C 20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU, Hours: 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon
FURNISHED FOUR room 4548 after 3:30 p.m.
thru Fri., Sat. 8 a.m. 'till 2
apartment, carpeted, air con$285.00. 26,000 BTU,$318.40. Roby
p.m.
ditioned. No pets and couples
MEN'S GOLF clubs, Billy Casper Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
only. Phone 753-3323 after
June 11C
end, Wilson alum shaft pro set. Kentucky.
J13C
5:00.
Complete. Cheap. Phone 753-0916
CLOSE OUT specials. Moving to
J11C VOLKESWAGEN-1966, by new location behind Tom's Pizza
after 6:00p.m.
two
NED
AIR ',CONDITIO
owner. Good condition. Phone Palace to open up our new
bedroom trailer, has garden,
J15C Western Store and a new boot and
753-3058 after 5:00 p.m.
C
tractor
CHALMER
ALLLS
$55.00 per month. Phone 489model, four new tires, plow, disc
shoe store. Vernon's corner of 4th
.112C
2595.
and cultivator and new bushhog. JET BOAT, 18', 215 H. P. Tur- &Sycamore. Open Sundays. TFC
New overhaul. Alio white sewing bocraft, very good condition.
ONE BEDROOM furnished machine in maple cabinet in good (fast) Price $2,000.00 for boat and
TV Towers
apartment, air conditioned. condition. Phone 474-2262 before trailer. Boat only, $1600.00. Can
& Anteimas
Phone 753-4064 or 753-3139. J18C 4:00p.m.
J11C be seen at Five Points BarLowest Prices Ever
J12C
becue.
TV Service Center
bedroom
FRIGIDAIRE AIR conditioner,
NICE CLEAN two
Central Shopping Center 1mobile home, air conditioned, 23,000 BTU, used 2 summers. HOUSE FULL Of quality furPhone 753-5815
large private front yard. Phone G.E. electric full size range. niture, less than one year old.
J11C
suite,
p.m.
bedroom
maple
5:00
753-8216 after
Frigidaire refrigerator. Small Dark
THIS SPOT, that spot, traffic
freezer. Just right for cabin or pecan linen closet, stero console paths too, removed with Blue
ONE BEDROOM furnished trailer. Reason for selling, with tape deck, zig-zag sewing Lustre carpet shampoo. Big K.
J11C machine, two living room suites- Belaire Shopping Center.
apartment, air conditioned. moving. Phone 753-1611.
J16C
one new, dishwasher with wood
Partial utilities paid. No pets
top, Frigidaire skinny mini
Married couples only. Phone 753J11C GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears washer-dryer, formica top taBle 900x20 - 10 ply $59.18 -f- $7.33
9741.
$9.10
seamless gutters, installed per with 6 chairs, two double beds, 1000x20 - 12 ply $69.95
Armstrong's best highway tread
your specifications. Call Larry telephone table. Phone 753bath,
brick,
BEDROOM
THREE
Lyles at 753-2310 for free 5603.
J12C truck tires;
plus shower in utility, swimming estimate.
TFC
825x20 - 10 ply $54.16 • $6.14
pool. Prefer girls. Also line
-10 ply $65.43 • $7.33
speed 9013%20
THREE
bedroom apartment. Phone 753- ALL TIRES 4 ply polyester cord RALEIGH
1000x20 - 12 ply $76.68 - $9.10
back
20"
16"
front
wheel,
bicycle,
J13NC
6079 or 753-3990.
and white walls.
Armstrong's best traction type
wheel. Really sharp. Youth size
truck tires;
B78x13 and 650x13 - $19.50 + state
roll top desk and swivel chair.
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished tax.
825x20 - 10 ply $65.21 + $7.25
J12C
Phone 753-2234.
apartment with stove, air con- $22.50 + state
735x14
arid
E78x14
900x20 - 10 ply $71.14 + $8.51
hook
dryer
ditioner, washer and
tax.
1000x20 - 12 ply $83.09 + $10.52
23",
black
USED
TELEVISION,
up, drapes. Couple preferred.
F78x 14 and 775x 14 - $23.50 + state
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
and white, six years old. Phone
Available July 1. Phone 753-7457 tax.
Ky.
July 11C
J15C
J12C
489-2475 or 753-3571.
after 5:30p.m.
G78x14 and 825x14 - $24.50 +- state
tax.
PASTUitE FOR horses for rent. H78x14 and 855x14 - $25.50 + state REGISTERED QUARTER horse SAILBOAT-14', 75 square feet of3
J12P
gelding, make good pleasure or sail. Motorcycle trailer for
Hone 753-7948
tax.
479Phone cycles. Phone Fulton 1-901
G78x 15 and 825x15 - $24.50 + state game horse. Texas bred.
J12C
753-7876,
MOBILE HOME, two bedrooms,"
J15C 1413.
MX.
00'x 12', air conditioned, Water- H78x15 and 855x15 - $25.50 • state
furnished. Couple or two boys
FOUR USED white wall tires.
tax.
g
preferred. Phone 753-0957 after
Good tread. TRUCK LOAD sale-Armstron
Union 76-Hazel Tire Service, size 7.75x14-four ply.
first
line;
truck
tires,
J12C
5:00 p.m.
Hazel, Ky. Phone 492-8708. Price Reasonable. See Orman price at 825x20 - 10 ply $46.90 4- $6.14
J12C
office.
includes installation. We do farm M.S.U. Security
. BRICK TWO bedroom house, service work + truck. We do
living room, dining room, kitmake service calls. Hours 6 days. 1970 KAWASAKI 90, fixed for
chen, utility and storage, Near
Monday-Saturday 6:30 a.m. 9:30 dirt. Best condition. $200.00. CONSOLE SPINET piano
university. Phone 753-1980. J 12P
Phone 7534955 or 753-4654. J15P
p in. Thank ,
Lou.
Wanted responsible party to
.I12P
payment on spinet piano
assume
bedroom
FURNISHED THREE
HORNET-1970,$850.00. 14' boat,
Easy
('an be seen locally.
terms.
apartment, living room, kitchen
7L2 H. P. motor, $200.00. Parts for
Write Credit Manager, 2341 East
conexcept
good
HORSE
TRAILER,
paid
Utilities
bath.
old cars. Also want to buy motor
and
Virginia, Evansville, Ind:
gas. Would prefer three male ditIon. See or call 753-7637 after for 1965 Plymouth. Phone 753-6654
47711.
J12C
J1
J11C 5:30p.M.
students. Phone 753-3143
J12C
after 6:00p.m.
FOR RENT

PAGE. ELE

Kash Way
Building Materials

01)DSMOE
brakes, go
489-2350.
PONTIACfactory air
1700.00. Ph;
FIAT 850vertible, I
radio. Over
gas. Phone
Ken.
LTD-1968
wagon witi
and other
Phone 7534
OLDSMO
Supremetop, 350 a;
$1500.00, Ph
PONTIAC
four door h
air. A-1 cot
or after 5:0

TORINOpower 110
Excellent
2626 after 5
NOVA

SS-

mag
terbr. 18,
Phase 753-4
Calr,

CHEVROL
two door Iwith power
car. $995.0
Satellite It
engine, at
and air. $3
Impala
automatic
$495.00. C8
Glenn Stanl
2753.

IMPALA
speed, po
brakes, r
Phone 436-

CHEVROL
six cylinde
753-8494.

CHEVROI
Super Sp
Phone 753-

OLDSMO
owner Ion
air and po
4923.

FORD GP
door, pow
automat!
Cheap. Ph
REAL

IN GAT
bedroom,
spacious
living-dir
rec room
kitchen w
self clear
nook wil
carpeted,
heat and
paneled
electric 4
patio. C
storage g;
8965.

COUNTR
fireplugs.
dry after
Sam Hart

•Hot
0 142 s
0

•
•O

Very
redec
dinin

(1114
antC
ki

O 86,250
0
0 Ph
ollamm

FOUR
ditioned
couple
south or
753-7948
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•
371I9
l 16
75C

IT With A Classified AcI75`3°:16

Sell

••••4&*

WANTED TO RENT

et

OJL)SMOBILE-1965, power
brakes, good condition. Phone
JI1C
489-2350.
PONTIAC-1967 four door sedan,
factory air. Excellent condition.
$700.00. Phone 753-8718.
J14C
FIAT 850-1969 sports car convertible, four speed, AM-FM
radio. Over 34 miles per gallon of
gas. Phone 753-6809, ask for
Ken.
J11C

M? Get
e night's
. Holland
th. J13C

'Y fresh
'rail make
J1SC
) thrill the
e Lustre to
electric
Market,
JI6C
fast with
'ap "water
Store, 109
J13C
garden
,ozer-blade,
eet flat bed
, $300.00.
r $450.00.
J16C
all new '73
Falcon
ere
Pers
Toppers
.00
BtitIciings
stock—no
buying
dersold
r Co.
t.
1751
p.m. Mon
m. 'till 2

LTD-1968 ten passenger station
wagon with power, air, new tires
and other extras. Like new.
Phone 753-3018.
J11C
OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS
Supreme-1969, two door hardtop, 350 automatic on column.
$1500.00, Phone 753-2295
J11C
PON'TIAC BONNEVILLE-1970,
four door hardtop full oower and
air. A-1 condition. Phone 753-7381
or after 5:00 call 753-8869. J14C

CHEVROLET IMPALA-1968,
two' door hardtop, V8 automatic
with power and new tires. Sharp
car. $995.00. Also 1968 Plymouth
Satellite two door hardtop, 383
engine, automatic with power
and air. $550.00. 1967 Chevrolet
Impala two door hardtop, V8
automatic with power and air,
$495.00. Can be seen at Almo,
Glenn Starks, phone 7532753.
J12C

IMPALA SS-1966, 396, four
speed, power steering, power
brakes, meg wheels. $400.00.
J11C
Phone 436-2253

You've tried the rest ...
Now try the Best!
12.50 per month

CHEVROLET
IMPALA--1967
Super Sport, 327. automatic.
Phone 753-8259
J12P

Moving to
om's Pizza
• our new
• w boot and
• • r of 4th
•)ys . TFC

Ever
enter
Center

spot, traffic
• with Blue
.• •. Big K.
ter.
J16C
; + $7.33
'5 -•-• $9.10
ghway tread
• +16.14
3 + $7.33
68 + $9.10
raction type
1 + $7,25
4 + $8.51
.09 + $10.52.
y68, Benton,
July 11C
.uare feet of
ailer for 3
In 1-901 479J12C

le-Armstrong
e;
+ $6.14

ET piano.
de party to
spinet piano.
• seen locally.
:er, 2341 East
• ,Ind:
JI2C

OLDSMOBILE-1968-442, one
owner local—Lai-with automatic,
air and power. Phone 753J11P
4923.
FORD GALAXIE 504-1964, four
door, power steering and brakes,
automatic, V8. One owner.
J13P
Cheap. Phone 753-3740.

WATER VALLEY, KENTUCKY

Dovma
Hazel, Ky.Phone 492-8861
New Hours: 9-12 (Noon)
Reopens 6-8 Mon.-Fri.
Sat. 9-12

SALE SILL BE HELD ON TWE FAIWI LOCATED ABOUT MERLES WEST OF WATER VALLEY ON THE COUNTY
LINE ROAD, MIDWAY SETWEEN WATER VALLEY AND TAR OVERPASS OF THE PURCHASE PARKWAY.
VIRUS FON TIE SALK RISKS.

'"FARMING EQUIPMENT"

N -0-T-1-C-E
How many of you Merchants would
like to reorganize the Merchants
Credit Association in order to stop
the dead beats from getting further
into debt on the small businessman.

Write P.O. Box 324

'THOSE TEAPOT DOMER5 KNEW HOW TO
'THROW A SCANDAL. 0007E, 104<E1? 64Mt,
WOMEN, OIL."

J. D. FIELD SCRATCHER
$ PT. WITCH METAL TRAILER
TRACTOR 3 PT. SOON

Be Sure & Attend -this Sale on June 15th.

SERVICES OFFERED

UTTLR RICTUS IIIINPOUT CAN SI TIll MFFER111101 Of SITTING a CMS NI ON INIT. SR ON TOW AS
IT WILL NT TAU LONO TO SIT TIIS01/411.

Termites
Eat Your Home

Spiders

FOR WORE INFONWATiOR

Miss Your Paper
Please Phone
Your

Paper Carrier
First
If No Results:
Phone

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

753-7278

ATTENTION
CATTLE
Breeders: A new service is
available in Calloway County.
Curtiss Breeding Service is proud
to announce that Keith Letterman is their Distributor for
the Calloway County area. Artificial Breeding Service is
available along with many cattle
supplies. All dairy and beef
breeds are available, including
the exotics. Regular Breeding
Fee is $8.00 for the first service,
with two repeats. This includes
Simmental. Call Mr. Letterman,
at 753-0150, to discuss your
breeding
porgram. DaltYourself Artificial Insemination
instructions and supplies are
available. Eat beef, drink milk,
and breed your cows to Curtiss.
J13C

BEAUTY BOX
1304 Chestnut
752r1.132
Wanda Nance, owner
Sharon Kelso
Joan Thorn
Next door to Town & Count]
.
)

Alexander Real Estate & Auction Sales

NOTICE
ANGEL OF MERCY
Will be at the American iRed Cross Office, in the court
house in Murray, isiedneiday, June 13th from 1 until 4
p.m. to accept applications for employment in ambulance
service.

Montgomery Ward
1103 Chestnut

Sale. Wednesday only
lo percent off all Returned
Goods

Open till

7:00 P.M

OFF. 239 UNIVERSITY ST.

Carry Germs

MERIT: GARVIN I. ALEXANDER

587-4568

Protect Your Home!
SERVICES OFFERED

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

WILL DO bushhogging. Rates
very reasonable. Phone 4365625.
J14C

"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
-LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

FOR ALL your additionsremodeling, residential or
commercial. New or old. Free
animates. Call 753.4123.
TFC

KELLEY'S TERMITE
PEST CONTROL
100S 13th
Street

ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
Phone Paris,6434551.
TFC

Murras

Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite

Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
Licensed by State of Kentucky
Member Chamber of Commerce

JERRY'S REFINISHING &
Custom Built Furniture, 8 miles
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Jerry McCoy, owner. 1502 492TFC
8837.

vssustsossossocsossocsortocioszr
i-

$ 17
9Any S,re
Living Room
And Hall

1

Any Size
9
95
Livino,Room
Dining Room
And Hall
FICWIF.STEAM E X TRACTION WORKS
moisture
penetrate to full depth of
Jets of stiaamy Mt
fibers. Loosened soil in suspension is lifted up and out of
carpet by simultaneous •acuum action. There are no
brushes to distort pile or scrub dirt deeper. There is no
after effect from over sudsing. Drying time is cut to a
miraculous Minimum Steam Cteaning fluffs pile,
restores luster, and adds /ears of use and good looks to
your carpeting.
$

CARPET MASTER
Route No. 1, Murray, Ky.

a
^

Steam Extraction

Carpet Cleaning

44

SERVICES OFFERED
Needed lawns to mow.
Work guaranteed to please,
experienced. Call Neil
'Ward— 753-4470 or 753- 4421.
R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
work guaranteed. Business and
residential. Free Wimates
Phone day or night Maield 247,
TFC
7201.
CARPET
CLEANING —
Professional. Commercial or
'residential at reasonable prices.
Free estimate. Will itriish
references. Phone Handyman,
753-5827.
June 29C

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceilin Tile

living-dining room, large den or
BY OWNER; two wooded lots, As of this day, June 9, 1973, I
Box 354
Ph. 489-2504
rec room with fireplace, great
Sharpe Street, beside park, near Doris Keel, Route 3, Murray am ,,..mmelswaimscsigusook.
kitchen with all built-ins ( double
schools, shopping
center, no longer responsible for any
self cleaning ovens), breakfast
debts other than my own.
university. Phone(606) 549J12P
WANT TO BUY
brush
WILL DO trash and
nook with view. Completely
omp e ome
2494.
June I8C
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
carpeted, custom drapes, central
WANT TO BUY child's used 7534130.
TFC
Remodeling
heat and air, large utility room,
swing set frame.Phone 753For Sale
paneled two car garage with
II
J12C FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
4053.
For Your
electric eye. Built in grill on
Mobile Home
61
753
(1
TFC
753-7850.
Phone
installation.
patio. Closets, cabinets and
& lot
WANT TO BUY maple twin beds
storage galore. Phone 753with box springs and mattresses.
8965.
J16C 8 x 42' Mobile Home with city
WANTED TO BUY
In good condition,Phone 753Use
water. Ready to move into. Lot
WILL DO lime spreading. Phone
3533.
J13C
WANT TO BUY one-two bedroom Jimmy Rogers 492-8362.
COUNTRY LOTS; trees, water, is 300' x 200'.
J12P
v Inoculation
side, not more
Only $4,806.00 Total
country
house
on
fireplugs. Extra large. High and
WANT
furniture,
TO
BUY
usedv Moly Mix
than 10 miles from Murray. SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
dry after rains. $3500.00. Phone Located near Olive
any condition, no appliances_
Phone 474-2717, Aurora
June 28C
Electric. Complete pump repair
Sam Harris 753-8061.
Solo
J 10C Phone 753-8052 after 600p.m.
Phone 753-8378.
J16C
service. Let us check your old
Ule Real Estate
Dynanap
pump for you before you buy a
bt Auction
\WILIMILMMT
one. 24 hour emergency
new
MUSIC
OUT
OE
state couple arriving
See .
Phone 753-5543. July 14C
service.
PIANO TUNING and Repair Wilson 'Zeal Estate office to buy
BY OWNER. Beautiful home,
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered three bedroom house, two baths
three bedrooms, two baths, large
11
/
2 story frame house. 0
craftsman
Piano Technician and dining facilities_
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
with
family
fireplace,
room
P, Very sound and newly 0
Old
Concord
Rd.
TFC Couple, retiring here} want,' also bank gravel, fill dirt and
Guild.
enclosed patio, carpeted, Tappan
0
bedrooms,
redecorated. 2
three bedroom home with ap- topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
kitchen, central air and heat, pool
Phone 753-8220
P, dining room and large in
TUNING—Repair- proximately acres Possession ,or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
PIANO
fenced
back.
Exceptionally
kitchen. Located in Hazel 2
rebuilding.
Prompt expert this fall
landscaped. Near schools and
nice corner lot,
and
wants three bedroom JOHN s ,REPAIR Service.
service. 15 years experience
university. For appointment call
$6,250 00
FOR LEASE
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben W family room, two baths 'Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
7534052 after 6:00p.m.
J16C
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
Dyer, Murray,Kentucky, Phone Pos.session Nugust i
TFC We have people arriving from 753-7625 nights.
TFC
753-8911.
LOT IN Rocscastle Shores, one THREE BEDROOM brick near
out of town to purchase property
university,
large
family
room
Barkley.
block from Lake
in Murray and Calloway County.
PEST CONTROL
FOUR ROOM house, recon- Complete with utilities plus an with fireplace, carpeting, air
If you have proliertypi sell, call KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
ditioned. Real nice for retired equipped utility house. Phone 618- conditioning, dishwasher and FOR
THE best in pest control us now We have hoyert.-Wayne Control, phone 753-3914 100 South
range.
$160.00
per
month.
couple or newly wed. 41
miles
W
W
/
2
542-3385 or write Mrs.
service and termite control cal! Wi son Insurance & Real Estate, 13th Street, "Every day you
south on Highway 121. Phone Beacham, 127 Onstott Ave Available July 1, Phone 753-4598
Superior
Exterminating Com- 202 N.)tith ith Phone 753delay lets bugs have their way."
J12C
753-7948.
J12P DuQuoin, M.62832.
J12C after 5:00p.m.
pany, 753-7266.
TFC 3263
.11N
.
TFC

k

SOYBEANS

Phone 492-8170 0

Murray
Warehousing Corp.

PHONE 587-3801

MARTIN, TENNESSEE

TERRY OLIVER

PENDELL ALEXANDER

364-2709

364-'155

"WORE PEOPLE ARE SELLING THE ALEXANDER NAY"

Do not be deceve4t Termites work 24 hours a da the year
round.. Winter and Summer.

SPRING CLEANING SPECIALS

migir

WIDE—DEEP lots on U.S. 641
South.
For new homes, mobile
IN GATESBOROUGH: four,
homes or part commercial usage
bedroom, 2/
1
2 bath home on
Phone- owner 753-0774
.115C
specious lot, entry foyer, large

:House for Sale0

011111TAST......

MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, Auctioneer

If You

.41•

T. Reg U L P. OP --Am roes
•11,3 by UM1.1 Ireetwe• Synch...

SERVICES OFFERED

PT. REAR GRADER BLADE
METAL FEED TROUGHS
ELEVATOR, DITCHER
.1, D. CYUNDER
clue'
,FEEDER
ASSORTIIENT OF LUMBER
ONE WATER TROUGH
MI SALES OF HAY
2—strnom NARROW
MANY MULL ITEM & NANO TOOLS
2 — GAS TANKS
MISCELLANEOUS !TEAS

OM JOHN DEERE DIESEL TRACTOR (wide Inn, GM),
WAN Frew Eat Slade
JOHN DEERE Ni. I 11101/ER. 7' blade, belt irlye, i.e
DIADEM MULDER. env
LILLJSTON ROTARY EMIR
ORGILL BROS. 4 WHEEL TRAILER
4 WHEEL TRAILER, low NIL dotal Reef
TWO OTHER 4 WHEEL TRAILERS
ANII—JET (Fertilise & Asbydrem) TRAILER

ISTeel

To All Merchants

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

The W. P. Hutcherson Equipnient
Friday, June 15th, 10:00 A.M., 1973

ontivl

•

Sharon's Figure Salon

▪

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

SELLING AT AUCTION

NEW LOCATION
PICKUP-1963,
CHEVROLET
six cylinder, straight shift. Phone
J12C
7534494.

AUCTION SALE

NO-T-1-C -E

TOFtINO-1971 two door hardtop,
power and air, 26,000 miles.
Excellent condition. Phone 4892836 after 5:00p.m
J11C
NOVA SS-1972, 350, headers.
carr , mag wheels, custom interim.. 18,000 miles. $2,100.00
J15F
Ph _ate 753-4438.

NOTICE
Another View

WANT TO RENT
small unfurnished apartment, in quiet
location for elderly lady. Phone
753-5945 after 5:00 p.m.
J11C
AUTOS rim SALE

G stones
h blocks.
• • )ny, 104
J13C

NOI10E

on

You're_ just Our Type
You know *hat yet want out of life
yourself, but for others as well.

not only for

You lusow the value of a dollar and you know it isn't
always easy to make those dollars stretch to cover all the
things you'd like to have.
That's why we'd like to invite you to read and use the
Classified columns of this newspaper.
Ledger & Times Classified Ads let you sell for cash the
Items you possess but no longer need and use. And it offers
values for sale each day.
Placing your Classified is easy and the cost is low. Just
dial 753-1916. A friendly voice will help you put your
message in print.

Ledger & Times
Classified Ads
CALL NOW

753-1916
SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

For Any Type of
Auto Repair Need!
WALSTON AUTO
'REPAIR
Phone 753-1223
Rob Walston, Jr. - Owner
* FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY ON
ANY MAJOR JOB *

SERVICEMASTER

CLAYTON & JARVIS Painting
Contractors. Homes, churches,
commercial. Free estimate includes starting and completion
dates,and complete description
of materials to be used. You will
like our quality and prices. Stop
watin' call Clayton at 437-4790 or
July 10P
437-4712.

For More Than 25 Years

-- THE NAME FOR
PROFESSIONAL
CLEANING AROUN
THE WORLD
Carpets, Furniture
Walls Floors, or your
entire house'

ALUMINUM SIDING trim and
gutters. We cover all exposed
wood. Custom fit trim. Baked
enamel aluminum siding. All
aluminum gutters and down
spouts. Free estimates Phone
7534783.
July 3C

Call Collect 247-7333
Gary Kelley
Backusburg Rd,
Mayfield, Ky.

CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
steam cleaned Phone Carpet
TFC
Master 489-2504

4
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Skylab . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
broke last week.
And with their patched-up
space station operating almost
normally, Skylab appears
ready to support the remainder
of this flight and two 56-day
missions to follow.
The Skylab 2 astronauts, Alan
L. Bean, Dr. Owen K. Garriott
-and Jack R. L,ousma, were to
have been launched Aug. 8, but
launching was advanced 14
days when Skylab ran into its
power problems.
The Skylab 3 launching,
presently set for Nov. 9, also
expected to be moved up.
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Brandt Narrowly Escapes
Injury In Helicopter

Psychiatrists Trying
To Treat Ex-Prisoners

JERUSALEM (AP) - West sition toward the Middle East
At the same time, Wilbur
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
banking too
German Chancellor Willy conflict.
Pentagon's medical chief says cautioned against
"I would regret very much if
psychiatry, which he
Brandt narrowly escaped a
"we're fighting up a steep hill" heavily on
science."
of
gust
community of Western Euthe
a
imperfect
when
"an
today
crash
in trying to persuade returned called
wind almost hurled his Israeli ropean states did not succeed
In Brudno's case, Wilbur
POWs who need psychiatric
military heliCopter off a 900- in giving life to the formula for
said, he doubts it would have
help to accept it.
deHe
difference.
any
cliff to the Dead Sea desert a balanced and comprehensive
foot
made
"These men are not the type
Mediterranean policy," Brandt
elaborate. Brudno did
to
below.
clined
they
idea
the
accept
readily
to
although said in a public address.
psychiatrist beunnurt
civilian
was
Brandt
a
visit
WilS.
Richard
Dr.
need help,"
Brandt's reference to a comthrown to his knees as the
fore he took his life, other Penbur said in an interview.
said.
ramp of the Sikorsky chopper mon European policy also worWilbur and military medical tagon officials
caught on a rock about 10 feet ried some Israelis. It came at a
"All you can do is give as
officials were grappling with
Wilbur
can,"
you
as
the edge of the cliff.
time when Jerusalem was lookfrom
help
much
the
before
this problem even
problem in general.
German State Secretary Paul ing for strong allies in the Eusuicide June 3 of Air Force said of the
Frank and the Israeli ambassa- ropean community to counterCapt. Edward A. Brudno. Howto Bonn, Eliashiv Ben-Ho- balance France, which Israeli
dor
added
suicide
ever, Brudno's
rin, were slightly hurt in the officials feel is pro-Arab.
urgency, and psychiatrists from
accident, but they required no
The Israelis were pleased,
(Continued from Page 1)
the armed services and the citreatment.
with Brandt's statemedical
however,
week.
holdlast
met
vilian sector
nor said. "I think what's
"It could have been very ment that Germany always will
iCoatneaed from Page I
The upshot was a decision to ing him back at the moment is
serious," said one armed bor- protect Israel's right to exist,
was in session but Dean's attor- "leave it up to the men them- that he's not ready to face that
der policeman who ran after and that the best way for a soWilbur
cases.
most
presselves" in
neys indicated the former
decision."
the helicopter to stop it.
lution to the Mideast confict is
idential aide would not testify. said.
Carroll said that if Ford
The incident occurred as through direct negotiations.
But he disclosed that four
Dean is one of the few major
plans to run for the Senate,
Brandt's armed helicopter,
"The Middle East policy of
figures in the case who has not men had been ordered back to
to dishim
for
hurry
no
with security agents, my government is oriented first
is
there
loaded
the
after
appeared yet before the grand military hospitals
If not, he said, it
landed on the sun-scorched and last to the cause of peace,"
Brudno suicide. Wilbur said a close it.
Jury
WORK PROGRFISSEN IN TEXAS - This airview shows progress on the Dallas-Fort plateau of Masada, an ancient he told Premier Golcia Meir's
wise" of Ford to deAIRPORT
be
"would
including
men,
10
s
of
total
In Watergate development
where
Worth airport due to open in the fall, Runways are on either side of the terminal buildings
any announcement until
Jewish fortress overlooking the Labor party at a meeting Sunover the weekend, Republican Brudno, were found to have lay
and convenient aircraft movement in and out of Dead Sea.
quick
mean
will
extensions
finger-like
of
elimination
year.
next
early
day.
national chairman George serious emotional problems
terminals. A ten-lane parkway runs the length of the airport and connects with major highways at
Carroll indicated he had sevThe camouflaged gunship
"This embodies the right of
Busch said he wants a full pub- when all 566 POWs were examWirephotol
AP
i
largest.
orId
fortress
each end. The airport will be the
potential candidates in
landed smoothly at the
existence of Israel and secure
lic airing of the scandal, but ined by U.S. doctors after being eral
does not run, "but
and started to roll toward the borders ... The fact that we are
administration officials ap- freed by the North Vietnamese. mind if Ford
not choose to expose
cliff as passengers were climb- trying to improve our relations
do
I
others.
the
name
against
not
up
did
He
lining
be
to
peared
from the tail exit. A gust of with the Arab states does not
them."
ing
POWs
the
view,
In Wilbur's
the Senate's televised hearings.
Senabout
then heaved the helicopter mean It is at the expense of Iswind
specifically
I
Page
Asked
from
(Continued
•
"probably all have had things
Interior Secretary Rogers happen to them in captivity) ate President Pro Tern William
and the exit ramp caught on a rael," he said.
rock, bringing it to a lurching
C.B. Morton said Sunday that that would make them benefit" Sullivan, D-Henderson, who is turn left, police said.
day afternoon while helping reIt was previously expected
the police pave Kentucky 977.
According to
stop while Brandt was on the that a joint communique would
he opposes continuation of the from psychiatric consultation.
aligned with the Ford camp,
ramp.
report, a 1973 Chevy driven by
Senate hearings, which he said
Authorities said Clarence
be issued at the end of the
All the returned POWs are Carroll commented:
Brandt then picked himself chancellor's visit, but Gentan
are turning into a "dramatic starting or will soon start a
"All I'd say about Sullivan is Thomas David Montgomery of Dale Rogers, 22, was bent over
production." He said the case second round of medical check- that I hear he wants to run for Murray Route One struck the putting down spikes for pouring
up, dusted off his sportshirt and diplomatic sources said Brandt
some- Murdock car and the Murdock asphalt when an asphalt truck
said nothing. Later he was rejected the idea Sunday after
ought to be tried in court.
ups six months and again one the Senate, governor or
vehicle was knocked into the
asked whether he felt all right
backed over him.
And Vice President Spiro T. year after return from captiv- thing."
Mrs. Hoyt( Beulah ) Flood,614 after the accident. He laughed three meetings with Mrs. Meir
in
car.
the
occurred
unified
Ross
of
rear
a
took
it
mishap
said
Carroll
The
The diplomatic sources said a
Agnew was reported ready to ity.
Street, Murray, passed and asked, "What accident?"
The Murdock car received Madison County 1.3 miles north Hurt
e would "only detcommuniqu
Wilbur acknowledged that the Democratic Party to come
at
p.m
critictze the hearings at a
12:20
at
and of Waco. He was dead on arriv- away Sunday
Some of the 100 security men ract from the public statements
first post-release interviews in back to Frankfort in 1971 after damage to the rear bumper
County
speech today in St. Louis.
-Calloway
Murray
the
to left fender while the other two al at a local hospital.
swarming around the dusty by the chancellor and Mrs.
Bush, however, said the scan- the flush of the homecoming four years on the outside and
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